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RÉSUMÉ
Ce travail porte sur le développement d’un système tutoriel intelligent pour le web, et d’un
environnement virtuel dans un système hypermédia adaptatif. Il porte également sur
l’application de la théorie de Kolb concernant les styles d’apprentissage. Le système se
nomme BAHM (BimodiaÏ Adaptative Hjpermedia and interactive Multimedia), système
dans lequel les utilisateurs peuvent s’exercer et apprendre par l’action (learning by doing).
L’organisation du domaine utilisé dans BAHM supporte des cours individualisés, non-
linéaires, cours qui sont reliés à un logiciel nommé SoftPhone, développé à Extendia Inc.
Cependant, une fois que nous introduisons une structure non-linéaire, comme cela peut se
produire dans tous les cours en ligne sur le web, le problème de «perte dans l’hyper-
espace» peut survenir, ce qui introduit une confusion chez les utilisateurs: ils ne savent
pas comment se souvenir où ils en étaient, et quel est le prochain sujet à étudier. Pour
pallier à ces problèmes, des techniques de navigation adaptative sont utilisées pour aider
et guider l’étudiant à travers la matière du cours. Originellement, la matière du domaine
était présentée de façon à ce que chaque utilisateur reçoive le même contenu, sans prendre
en compte les différences d’apprentissage de chaque apprenant. Cependant, BAHM peut
considérer ces différences et adapter les informations à chaque utilisateur. L’adaptation du
contenu est obtenue grâce à une approche comprenant deux phases, l’une considérant le
niveau de compréhension de l’étudiant, et l’autre le contenu correspondant aux
préférences de l’utilisateur. Un Naive Bayes Classifier est utilisé pour apprendre ces
dernières en observant le type de contenu que l’utilisateur choisit de voir. Une étude
empirique du système BAHM a été réalisée avec 8 utilisateurs, et a concerné l’installation,
la configuration et la résolution des problèmes (« froubleshooting ») du logiciel
SoftPhone. Les résultats de cette étude ont mis en évidence les différences dans les styles
d’apprentissage des apprenants et ont permis de souligner le fait que l’utilisation d’une
même stratégie d’enseignement pour tous les étudiants ne peut les aider efficacement : il
est nécessaire de fournir une stratégie d’enseignement adaptée à chaque étudiant. Mais,
dans certains cas, la technique de «leamrng-by-doing» peut avoir une incidence sur le
temps passé à apprendre la matière aussi bien que sur la qualité de l’apprentissage.
Mots Clés
Systèmes tutoriels intelligents, Hypennedia adaptatif, Multindia interactif apprentissage
par l’action, SoftPhone, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Environnement virtuel.
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ABSTRACT
This work focuses on a web-based intelligent tutoring system and research issues
associated with the development of a virtual environment in an adaptive hypermedia
system and deployrnent of Kolb’s theory of leaming style. The system is BAHM
(Bimodal Adaptive Hypermedia and interactive Multimedia), in which users can practice
and leam-by-doing.
The domain organization used in BAHM supports a non-linear, individualized
course, which is related to a software namely $oftPhone, developed at Excendia Inc.
However, once we introduce a non-linear topic structure, as it might happen in ah the
web-based courses, the “iost in hyperspace” problem might arise, in which users become
confused about how to rernember where they have been and what to study next. To
combat these probiems, adaptive navigation techniques are used to help guide the student
through the course material. The original domain materiai is presented so that each user
sees the same content. This does not take into account leaming differences of individual
learners.
However, BAHM can consider those differences and adapt the information
presented to each user. This adaptive content is achieved through a two phase approach
which considers the user’s level of understanding and the content that matches the user’s
preferences. A Naïve Bayes Classifier is used to leam the student’s preferences by
observing what type of content she chooses to see. An empiricai study of the BAHM
system was conducted with $ users leaming about installing, configuring, and
froubleshooting SoftPhone. Results from this study show distinct differences in student’s
leaming styles and provide evidence that using the same teaching strategies for each
student cannot adequately support ail students. But, in some cases, leaming-by-doing can
affect the time spent on leaming the material as well as quaifty of leaming.
Keywords
Inteiligent Tutoring System (ITS), Adaptive Hypermedia, Interactive Multimedia,
Leaming-by-doing, SoftPhone, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Virtual Environment.
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Chapter I
1 .Introduction
Books, or, in former tirnes, papyrus, leather, or slabs, have been the favorite holder of
information since the invention of writing. The advantages of collecting information in
books are various: infonriation is grouped together, and often there is a red thread from
the beginning to the end.
You can leam by reading a book or by discussing with a human — follotving the
instruction of a tutor. Ihe main difference in these scenarios is that a human partner or
tutor wilI take the special leamer into account and vill adapt the leaming speed and the
depth of information to the vis-à-vis. A conventional book or learning instruction cannot
adapt itself to the particular needs of its readers — written and printed once, it rernains
static. If we think of books and classrooms guided by the human tutor that are personally
provided for us, we can suppose lots ofuseful ideas. For example, the books should not be
boring by telling us things we already knotv or, we are flot interested in. On the other
hand, tutors should understand our abilities and our speed of leaming and should be able
to adapt them to our abilities. A tutor must constantly determine what to tcach and how to
teach. In order to make these determinations, the tutor must carcfully monitor the progress
of the student throughout the teaching session.
Think of systems, which demonstrate difficuit and complicated topics by giving
examples in our favorite and preferred ways. Think of systems which give a solid
foundation of some topic and refer aiways — even after years — to the actual research in
this area. Imagine an intelligent tutor which draws attention to itself if it has relevant
information for you and provides explanations tailored to your actual knowledge state.
Imagine an environrnent in which you can have the ability to experience what you want to
leam without worrying about maldng mistakes that could harm you or your system.
2Since the ernergence of the World Wide Web (WWW) in 1991, the values of
information and on-une tutonng have got a new dimension. Nowadays, millions of
computers are connected via the Internet; hurnans can collect information from nearly
anywhere in the world.
Ibis enormous arnount of information is also a chance for experience and learning.
But effectively selecting information from the Internet is stiil a bot research topic as the
effectiveness of search machines increase with the precision ofthe query. Ihe information
contained in the Internet is often useless for exploring or learning, as learners need
guidance to build up a mental model of the area they are working on before being able to
make sufficiently exact queries.
Not ail the leamers are computer scientists and expert in how to use the computer!
It would be very helpful to have different learning rnethods centralized in a system for
different types of leamers, for students with different intercsts and different initial
knowledge on the topic. To make a step in this direction, adaptive hypermedia systems
personalize the content of the subject to the particular needs of users and an interactive
multimedia environrnent ernbeddcd in those systems provides the ability of leaming by
doing and creating an experience [Bnisilovsky, Stock, and Strapparava 2000]. They give
users the ability to define their own learning goals, propose ncxt reasonable learning steps
to take, support project-based learning, give alternative views, and they can be extended
by documents written by the leamers. Adaptive hypermedia systems the repositories for
accessing distributed information. Implernented as Internet applications, they can integrate
and adapt these documents to the leamers goals and knowlcdge.
Promising approaches in research corne from two areas, adaptive hypenriedia
systems, and interactive multimedia systems. Adaptive hypermedia systems combine
hypermedia systems with intelligent tutoring systems to adapt the systems to the particular
users. Ibis work is a step towards intelligent environrnent based on an effective theory of
leaming style
— Kolb’s Theory. We propose concept and realization of an adaptation
component combincd with a virtual environment for an open, adaptive hypermedia system
which, on the one hand, implements advanced teaching strategies, and, on the other hand,
enables integration and adaptation of learning material to the leamer.
Ihis work is presented in the context of BAHM (Bimodal Adaptive Hypenuedia
and interactive Multimedia), a Web-based intelligent tutoring system. This systern
provides the students learn-by-doing inside a Virtual Environment (VE). It provides the
3students with adaptive hyperrnedia content and an Interactive Multimedia as a virtual
enviromiient. In this system, students can read the course material, which is adapted to
them individually. They may ask for help at any time, or even see the video help related to
the specific topic.
1.1 Motivation
Web-based educationai systems provide a good mechanism for distance leaming, but the
technology presents some difficulties. The Web makes interactivity difficuit and provides
a Iimited view of the student’s activity. It is flot possible to be aware of every action the
student takes. Furthermore, we believe that leaming-by-doing is one of the best and
reliabie methods of leaming, but the problem is that, most of educational systems which
support learning-by-doing are standalone systems which are not accessible through the
Internet. The Web is a wonderful tool for hypermedia presentations. However, most
hypermedia presentations are non-linear and tisers often find thernselves lost within the
hypermedia structure. Another problem is that, rnost of the material presented on the web
is static; the sarne material is presented to ail users. These limitations with the intelligent
tutoring systems and hypenuedia systems provide us with sorne of the motivations for the
BAHM.
1.1.1 Benefits offered by networked systems
Distance leaming is becoming more and more popular and prevalent and delivenng
leaming systems over a computer network is more practical than distributing the software
to ail sites via CD-ROM. Specificaliy, each leaming site or wili flot be required to have
copies of the system for on-dernand usage wili flot require users to wait for the system to
be delivercd. Network-based systems are available at any time and at any place around the
globe. Because educational material can change rather frequently, using CD-ROMs for
instruction is flot cost-effective, since it requires redistributing the CD-ROMs every time
the material changes. With a network-based system, instmctional designers can
4continuously upgrade and augment the material without any users being explicitly made
aware of such changes. Therefore, networked educational systems allow for more
flexibility and extensibiiity than traditionai, static CD-ROMs.
1.1.2 How intelligent tutoring systems can affect the leaming
It is becoming very evident that more efficient training systems are needed by ail
organizations undergoing rapid technological change. Lecture-style training and
traditional instructional systems are unable to keep up with number of people who require
training. New technologies are needed to reduce the increasing cost and burden of
education and training. On the other hand, effective multimedia intelligent systems often
include substantial multimedia components, making these systems memory and computer
intensive. Because educational computational resources are typicaily limited, cross
platform delivery is essentiat. Thus, we again look to a Web-bases solution.
Properly designed cornputer-based tutoring systems have proven highly effective as
leaming aides. Intelligent tutoring systems (IlS) have been shown to teacli twice as
quicldy as traditional classroom rnethods [Shute 1995] and produce increased skill
retention with fewer mistakes.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions ofthe work presented in this thesis fall into three main categories:
• User modeling in adaptive hypennedia and multimedia systems
• Wed-based educational system
• Getting the benefit of interactive multimedia to leam-by-doing
1.2.1 User modeling in adaptive hypermedia and multimedia systems
This work contributes to both adaptive presentation and adaptive navigation
51.2.1.1 How to make the adaptive presentation
Most of the information found on the web is presented in a static and non-individualized
mairner; every user sees the same content. Sirnilarly, most experiences students have with
leaming are also non-personalized. Teachers teach to entire classrooms of students at the
sarne time, so ail the students get the same material presented in the same way.
In order to overcome these problems, rnany software systems have been developed
that adapt the content for each user based on characteristics of that user (a sumrnary of
these systems are available in [Bmsilovsky 199$]). Many systems that adapt content have
very simple user models. Some do not use dynamic user models at ail. Our contribution in
this work is not simply the use ofa dynamic user model that adapts the content, but rather
a user model that deduces information about students oniy by observing their behavior and
performance. The system we have developed uses a two phase approach. We are
interested in flot only what the student should sec, but also the way in which she prefers
the materiai to be presented. We are concerned with students’ modes of leaming and wc
believe in lcaming-by-doing.
Simply presenting the “correct” information, but doing so in a suboptirnal way for
an individual student will resuit in fewer leaming gains. Thus we ensure that the student
learns the material by sceing it in the way she prefers to sec it. We are aiso ensuring that
the student is more satisfied with the course, since the material is presented in the way she
likes it. This will lead to fewer frustrations for the student. Another contribution of this
work is to include both time spent studying the material and the result of test to detemiine
how well the student knows the materiai. We use a simple regression technique to
incorporate both ofthese pieces ofevidence. Since concepts have a level of difficulty, we
keep scores on each of these levels. We then use these scores to deterniine the material
that is at the most appropriate level of difflcuity, to challenge the student but not to
overwhelm her.
1.2.1.2 Adaptive navigation and dynamic links
Most adaptive Hypermedia systems support the user by providing guidance in the fonn of
navigation tools. The disadvantage is that there is a higher risk for the students to get lost
in this complex hyperspace, i.e. they do not know what parts the have already visited and
6they are flot sure what to visit next. Adaptive navigation helps sttidents avoid this problem
by providing guidance to students as to what paths to take through the cotirse, based on
reasoning about a student’s leaming need. Such techniques are typically based on
suggesting paths through the material based on topics a user has already seen or how well
she bas been studying the last topic.
While we use a sirnilar technique in BAHM, in that we base a suggested topic on
what the user has already scen, our decision making process is more sophisticated. We do
flot equate viewing a topic with knowing a topic. Rather, we are interested in how the user
is viewing material, specifically the arnount of tirne spent, which version of material is
seen, and if the student has to review the material. We are also interestcd in test grades as
the most direct way to determine a user’s knowledge. Most intelligent tutors and adaptive
hypermedia systems use a single grade on a topic, both to determine whcther or not the
topic is known and if the topic should be studied. We use two different assessments for
these values. We calculate how well a topic bas been studied, which then enables us to
determine whether or not the student is ready to leam other topics. The ready value is
based on a student’s perfonnance on its pre-topics, which is the traditional topic score.
We also use a machine leaming technique to get the adaptive hypermedia. Machine
leaming techniques are often developed and evaluated in domains that do flot require fast,
real time leaming, since these techniques often require a great deal of training before the
machine leamer can accurately predict future events. However, if one desires to use
machine leaming techniques in user modeling, the machine leaming technique must be
fast and accurate. For this purpose, we have investigated the use of Naïve Bayes
Classifiers for adapting the content the student secs. We demonstrate how a Naïve Bayes
Classifier can be used to accurately predict uses’ behavior. Although, the Classifier must
leam the appropriate policy dynamically for cadi student it encounters.
1.2.2 Wed-based educational system
Since Web-based applications are potentially accessible from anywhcre at any tirne, Web
based Leaming Environments have been gaining increasing attention from the research
community. The use of computer technology is essential to make education and training
more efficient and effective. In this work we have merged a virtual training environment
7with the appropnate adaptive navigation tools. In fact, we are representing two web-based
modes of leaming; Ieaming-by-doing (learning by experiencing), and adaptive
hypermedia.
We have used the web-based multimedia tools such as Macromedia Flash, to create
the interactive environment in which student can gain practical experience without being
worried abotit making any harm to the system. In the BAHM system we provided the
student with the core presentational strategies, namely text-driven, audio-driven, and
video-driven.
1.3 Organization of Thesïs
In chapter II, I talk about IlS literature and its history. I introduce the adaptive
hypermedia and multimedia systems in chapter III and I compare BAHM system witb
several other systems developed by other researchers. Chapter IV discusses related issues
in different learning strategies and the one we have chosen to use. In chapter V, I present
the BAHM’s system, its features as well as its architecture and the reason we chose this
architecture. In chapter VI, I introduce the modeling the knowledge dornain, student
mode! as well as the adaptation of the BAHM system. Grading and evaluation of the
BAHM system is the topic ofchapter VII.
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2.ÏT$ Literature
Dcspite the well-known and significant beneficial effect of individual tutoring compared
to standard classroom instruction Bloom [Bloom 1984], one-to-one tutoring for ati
sttidents is impossible. Ever since the computers are getting cheaper and more powerful
people try to use them more than ever. One ofthe purposes of this kind is to getting higher
education using personal computers. Ihat is the most important reason of developing the
computcr-based instructional environment. The computer-based instructional
environrncnts which can adapt their teaching strategies to their users. In an attempt to
bring (at least sorne of) the benefits of thc one-to-one tutoring experience to a broader
audience, researchers have produced computer-based intelligent tutoring systems whosc
goal is to mimic aspects ofhuman tutors. We explore such systems with an emphasis on
experimental evaluation and field trials. Researchers in cognitive science, computer
science, and education have helped to establish the field of AI and Education.
2.1 Definition ofthe ITS
In the first glance we can say that Intelligent Tutoring Systems are computer-based
instnictional systems involving artificial intelligence with models of teaching strategies
that specify how to teach, and instructional content that specify what to teach. In other
words, Intelligent Tutoring Systems form a new and more advanced generation of
Computer Aided Instruction systems. This field includes multidisciplinary research areas,
such as artificial intelligence, education theory, psychology, cognitive science, and theory
of human-computer interaction. One of their major features is their ability to provide a
user-adapted presentation of the teaching material (see figure 2.1). They suggest about the
9student’s rnastery level of topics in order to dynamically adapt the content of course.
Moreover, content models give Intelligent Iutonng Systems depth so that students can
learn-by-doing in significant and practical contexts. Intelligent Tutoring Systems allow
rnixed-initiative tutorial interactions, where students can request questions and manage
their learning. Using an expert pedagogue, instntctional models make the computer tutor
to more approach the benefits of personalized instruction. During the last decade
Intelligent Tutoring Systems have carne out of the laboratories and rnoved into classrooms
and workplaces where rnostly have shown to be highly effective, Shute and Regian
[Shute, Regian, 1999]; Koedinger and Corbctt [Koedinger, Corbett, Anderson, 1997].
When intelligent tutors are becorning more cornrnon and being increasingly effective, they
are better to be accessible anywhere at anytime. Since web-based applications are
potentially accessible from anywhere at anytirne, the merging ofthe World Wide Web and
ITSs augmcnted the effectiveness of such systems. Importance and benefits of web-based
tutoring systems are comprehensible: platform indepcndence, classroom independence,
and easy deployrnent. As Brusilovsky [Brusilovsky, 199$] pointed out, web-based ITSs
are intended to be used by a much wider varicty of students than any standalone systems
and many students may be working alone with web-based ITSs. So, to improve tutoring
quality, web-based ITSs nced to be irnproved more than ever.
Figure 2.11 Intelligent Tutoring Systems lie in the intersection ofthe computer science,
Psychology and education
I taken from Building intelligent tutors VooIf [WooIf 20021.
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We may enumerate the objectives ofthe Intelligent Tutoring Systems briefly as follows:
• To increase the students’ participation in leaming by making more effective use
of the time they spend studying.
• b advance our understanding of how students leam difficuit subjects by studying
how different styles oftutoring change students’ learning processes and outcomes.
• To advance the new methods for teaching fundamental concepts in the context of
their application.
2.2 General Architecture and Components of the ITS
In a glance intelligent tutoring systems may appear to be gigantic systems, but from the
design point ofview, we can think about them as consisting of several mutually dependent
components. Woolf bas acknowledged four main components for the ITSs [Woolf, 1992]:
the student model, the pedagogical model, the domain model, and the communication
moduLe. There is another idea that believes in a fifth component, the expert model, but
Woolf considers this component as fraction of the domain model. Figure 2.2 provides a
view of the interactions between the modules and figure 2.3 shows how the basic
structure of an ITS works.
Figure 2.2 Interaction ofcornponents in an ITS
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2.2.1 Student Model
Creating the student model engages defining the level of specialty in what the user
background and history are, how the mode! should be obtained, and what the goals,
knowledge and capabilities of the leamer are. Information collected in the student mode!
influences the tutor. The tutor can decide to advance through selected curriculum. It also
helps the tutor to instmct or offer recommendation as welÏ as to generate new problems or
to assume set of explanations.
There are two common strategies to mode! the student’s knowledge, OverÏay ,nodeÏ,
and Buggy modet. In the first case, the student’ s knowledge corresponds to a subset of the
expert knowledge. Overlay model is generated by observation and comparison of the
student’s performance and system expert’s performance on the same task. In the later
case, intelligent tutoring system assumes eveiything as known unless the lack of
kiiowiedge is proven.
2.2.1.1 Learner Cliaracteristics
As it is discussed before, adaptive hypermedia systems need informationldata to evaluate
the user. Peter Bmsilovsky [Brusilovsky, 20011 identifies few features which are taken
Figure 2.32 General ftrnction of an IlS
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into consideration by existing hypermedia systems. Ihese features are enumerated as
user’s experience, user’s knowledge, objectives, preferences, and background. We add
another feature to this collection, as the time spent on problem solving.
User Experience: This feature is about the hypermedia/multimedia experience of the
user as well as her experiences about the subject being taught. If the user has worked with
a hypermedia system before or if she bas experienced working with a sirnulator, bas she
also worked with an adaptive hypenriedia system?
User’s Knowledge: User’s knowledge is the major data for adaptation in the adaptive
hypennedia systems or interactive multimedia systems. In particular, modifying of the
knowledge state of a user is an important part for adaptation in instructive systems. The
system keeps updating its assessment about the user’s knowledge, and uses this
information for selecting the next steps.
User’s Objectives: Objectives of a user relies on ber actual state of working with the
system. Employing a hypermedia system and a virtual leaming environment require
different adaptation than a more overali leaming objectives. There are two types of
objectives for such systems, an overail leaming objective as well as the problem solving
task which might vary on cadi state of learning process.
Users Preferences: Using user’s preferences, such as reading the text or watching the
animation, pictures, or examples, let the systern’s users adjust their leaming style. These
characteristics could flot be estimated by the system without receiving any input from the
users.
User Backgrounck We consider all the user’s experiences and knowledge whicli are flot
topic of the adaptive hyperrnedia system itself as her background. for example,
expenence and knowledge of a person wlio lias worked as a network administrator in a
company should be considered as a user characteristic and he cannot be considered the
same as a person who is working in the marketing department of the same cornpany.
2 Taken from Zierner Stephan
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The time spent on problem solving. This user characteristic for educational hypermedia or
multimedia systems and might be considered as another feature of a leamer. Users with
different leaming speed should be treated differentÏy.
2.2.2 Pedagogical ModeI3
This model offers the knowledge transportation in order to fit presentation of the teaching
contents according to the student model. There are four major components which
constnict the pedagogical model. A module for selecting a concept to teacli, a module
which manage the order of the concepts to be taught, the module which is responsible for
the teaching method, and a module for evaluation the user’s performance.
2.2.3 Dornain Model
Domain model consists of three parts: knowledge concepts, concept groups, and cottrse
units [Prentzas, Hatzilygeroudis, and Garofalakis, 2002]. This mode! consists of
specifications, which detennine the decision what material the system will prcsent and
when the system will present the material. There are two major rncthods of presenting the
material:
A. Socratic Method: this method provides the students with questions guiding them
through the process of debugging their own misconceptions.
B. Coaching method: it provides the student with an environrnent in which to engage
in activities sucli as computer garnes in order to leam related skills and general
problem-solving skills. The goal is to leam as a consequence of fun.
taken from Jim Prentzas, bannis Hatzilygeroudis, and John Garofalakis 2002
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2.2.4 Communications Module
Communications and interactions between the leamer and the intelligent tutoring system
are handled by this module. There is a matter of how the contents would be offered to the
leamer in the best efficient and useful way and should be set up to match the individual
leamer’s level and proficiency.
2.2.5 Expert Model4
As we talked about earlier, the expert model and the domain model are almost similar and
they both contain the information being taught to the leamer. Though, the expert model is
a model of an expert in a specific domain which represents the knowledge in a
professional way. The development of the expert model may perhaps be the rnost
challenging task. There are three common classifications of expert models, Black Box,
Glass Box, and Cognitive Modeling. In the first case, the expert moUd is able to define
whether a lcamer’s answer is correct or flot without explaining the reason. However, in
case of Glass Box, a knowledge engineer collects the infonriation from a skilled and
expert in a particular domain and designs the computational representation of the
knowledge. Finally, in Cognitive MoUd the expert model sirnulates not only the
knowledge but also the way a human uses this knowledge. Although for a reasonable
simulation of human problem solving processes, many research-questions must be
answered.
2.3 Conceptual Tutors vs. Procedural Tutors
We may be able to classify the Intelligent Tutonng Systems into two major categories,
Conceptual, and Procedural in which we use different leaming methods. Depending on the
nature of subject matter one of the two (or both) principle types of tutors should be
chosen.
“taken from Ziemer Stephan
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o Conceptztal tutors, educate the student accurate knowledge and inferential skills.
This kind of tutor is equivalent to a teacher in school.
o Frocedure tutors, educate proficiency and procedures that have applications
outside the tutorial situation. An example would be a computer-based flight
simulator.
A combination of both tutors can be very functional as well. There are rnany differences
between Procedural tutoring and Conceptual tutoring of which one is selection and
sequencing of the knowledge representation. In the case of Con cepttcal tutors, the
challenges are those of maintaining focus and coherence of covering the subj cet matter in
an order that is the most practical for the student. The topic selection by conceptual tutors
faces two restrains, subject matter, and tutoring the context. The conventional approach
for conceptual tutoring is based on two major principles:
o Giving priority to the concepts that are more related to leamer’s knowledge
o Conversing the general concepts ahead of essential ones
The Procedural ttttors have an additional dilemma to order the sub-skills of the specific
skill and to select drills and instances to reflect that order. However, the main problem
remains. In fact, none ofthe theories of leaming is precise and powerful enough to support
the choice of drills and examples in an ITS.
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Chapter III
3.Adaptive Hypermedia and Multimedia
Systems
The adaptive hypcrmedia and multimedia system expand the fiinctionality of the
hypermedia systems. The goal ofour system is to individualize hypermedia systems to the
individual users. Thus, each user has a personal view and individual navigational
possibilities for working with the hypermedia system. Our system — BAHM
— combines
ideas from hypermedia systems, interactive multimedia systems, and ideas from
intelligent tutoring systems. It fits in to the group of user adaptive systems, which are, for
example, user adaptive interfaces or user model-based interfaces [Jameson, 1999]. BAHM
system uses a user model to collect information about lier knowledge, goals, experience to
adapt the content and the navigational structure. Let us have a look at an example. for a
user with little knowledge it might be useful to read more introductory information before
going into detail. However, the same information would not 5e so interesting for a more
kriowledgeable person. Here, the choice of the right information at the right time is the
task of the user model. The support of the adaptive system is useful if there is a common
system which provides many users with different goals, knowledge, and expenence, and if
the underlying hyperspace is relatively large [Brusilovsky, 2001]. The user’s aims and
knowledge can be used for limiting the number of available links in a hypermedia system.
Regarding the definition of adaptive hypermedia systems, Peter Brusilovsky proposes
[Bmsilovsky, 1996]:
“By adaptive hypermedia systems ive mean alt hypertext and
hypermedia systems which reflect sorne Jeatures of the user in the
tiser model and apply this model to adapt various visible aspects of
the system to the tiser.”
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The ideal applications of adaptive hypermedia or multimedia systems are educational
hypermedia systems where the user or student has a certain leaming goal. In BAHM
system, the center of attention is on the knowledge of the students, which may differ
extremely and the knowledge state changes during the work with the system. Thus, a
correct user modeling of updating knowledge, and the ability to make the right decision on
base of the updated knowledgc estimations are the significant parts in BAHM system.
3.1 Adaptation in ITS and Adaptive hypermedia
An adaptive hypermedia system brings together information about users. It adjusts its
content and navigational possibilities to the particular user, based on those individual
characteristics (figure 3.1).
figure 3.1 Schematic view on adaptive hypermedia systems
Hypermedia systems are systems in which there is a non-liner progression through the
material. Students have many branch points and can choose to follow any of many
possible paths. Adaptive hypermedia systems add an intelligent component to hypermedia
systems to help users find their way among those paths. There are two general techniques
used for adaptive hypennedia systems: adaptive navigation and adaptive presentation
[Bmsilovsky, 1998] [De Bra, 1998]. Adaptive navigation is a mcthod to alter the way a
student progress through a course while adaptive presentation is a process to change the
actual material the user secs.
adaptaticn resu tis
gel current knowledge
data about user update
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3.1.1 Adaptive Navigation
Adaptive navigation skills are intended to help a user proceed through an existing
hyperspace. It does not alter the content of what the user observes; fairly it maintains the
user in lier navigation through the gap. There are plentiful rnethods for carrying out
adaptive navigation including link annotation, link sorting, direct guidance, link hiding,
dynamic link, and adding new links. In BAHM, we use both direct guidance (through the
“next” button) and link annotation (through a tree-view table) as well as dynamic links.
By using link adaptation, the user’s possibilities to navigate through the hypeniiedia
system are personalized. The following methods show examptes for adaptive navigation
support.
Link annotation: Interpret the links to give the user hints to the content of the pages they
point to. The interpretation might be tcxt, coloring, an icon, or dimming.
Adaptive link sorting: Sort the links of a document suitable to their significance for the
user. Comparison sorting, precondition knowledge the “significance” of a link to the user
is based on the systems hypothesis about the user. Sevcral systems sort links depending on
their resemblance to the present page, or by ordering them according to the required
precondition knowledge.
Direct guidance: Guide the user sequentially through the hypermedia system. The
following two methods can be distinguished:
o Next best: Provide a “next” button to navigate through the hypertext.
o Page sequencing: Spawn a reading succession through the entire hypennedia
system or through some part of it.
Adaptive link hiding method: Limit the navigational possibilities by hiding links to
inappropriate information. Hiding of links can be realized by making them unavallable or
invisible.
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Providing dynamic Link: Redirect the user to the specific page based on the information
obtained from tiser. In this case we do flot hind the link, but we make the link adaptive to
the user’s knowledge and preferences.
Link adaptation limits the quantity of links and thus the number of navigational
possibilities. It is useful to prevent the user from getting lost in hyperspace. As in the case
of content level adaptation, a description of the content of the documents is required for
implernenting the adaptation tasks.
Table 3-1 List of systerns/techniques
Link Adaptive Direct Adaptive Iink Dynamic
annotation Iink sorting guidance hiding links
ELM-ART Y
ELM-ART II Y Y
lnterBook Y Y
KBS
Hyperbook Y Y Y
ACE Y Y Y
WebWatcher Y
AHA Y Y
MetaLinks Y
Anatagonomy Y
RBPR Y
HyperMan Y
TANGOW Y
ADAPTS Y Y
C course Y
HYNECOSUM Y
DynaWeb Y
3.1.1.1 Link annotation
One of the most common forms adaptive navigation support is to annotate the links that
are presented to the user. These annotations provide the user with a guide for which nodes
in the hyperspace to visit next.
ELM-ART [Brusilovsky, Schwarz, and Weber, 19961 xvas one of the first systems
to use link annotations. This system was an intelligent tutoring system for teaching LISP,
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and consisted of a textbook and a reference manuai. ELM-ART used both an icon (red,
green, or yeliow bail) and different font (italic, bold, or plain) to designate the state of the
content of the link. Red meant the content was flot ready to be learned, yellow meant the
page was ready to be iearned, and green meant the content was known.
ELM-ART II [Weber, Specht, 1997] continued with the same metaphor as ELM
ART, but complcted its functionaiity. This system used a green bali to indicate that a page
was ready to be visited, a red bail to indicate that the page was flot ready to be visited, a
yellow bail to point out that a test had been solvcd, the page had been visited, and an
orange bail to show either that the system had indirect the content of the page to be known
or that the page had been visited but not ail the sub-pages had been visited or worked
effectively. This system also used direct guidance by caiculating the best next step the
student should take. Ongoing in the une of ALM-ART and ELM-ART II, InterBook
[Bmsiiovsky, Schwarz, 1997] was a conmion atmospherc that supported the creation of
intelligent, adaptive books. This system also used both direct guidance and adaptive
annotations to guide students through the course. Annotations were talented through four
colored bails and three fonts. The annotations were tirne-based, information-based, and
precondition-bascd. The user modei was started through a registration page via stereotype
models. A study ofthe InterBook system [Brusilovsky, Eklund, i998] showed that most
students did flot take advantage ofthe link suggestions. Most students used the “next” and
“back” buttons, which did flot have annotations. In fact, more than eighty percent of the
navigation choices were made without annotations. Furthermore, there were no statistical
meaning differences in test scores between the group with adaptive navigation support and
group without it. However, those students who had adaptive navigation support used more
non- ordered features. One application of the InterBook approach can be found in the
ACT-R booksheif [Bmsilovsky, Anderson, 1998]. A booksheif is a collection of severai
books on the same subject. The ACT-R student model used both a student’s visit to a page
on a concept and the student’s answer about a concept on a test as evidence that the
concept was known. The second ldnd of evidence, test taking, was considerably stronger
and in ACT-R, a concept could flot be weÏI-ieamed until such evidence was provided.
The KBS Hyperbook [Henze, Nejdi, 19991 system aiso used the traffic light
metaphor for link annotations. The annotations were piaced on links between information
units, which are the semantic parts of the course. The annotations indicated that an
information item was aiready known, suggested, or too difficuit.
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ACE [Specht, Opperrrian, 1998] was an adaptive courseware setting on the WWW.
The system used an amount of adaptive navigation methods: adaptive annotation,
incremental linking, and adaptive sequencing. Links were annotated with colored balis
based on leamcr’s knowledge state and a pedagogical moUd of the dornain units. A red
bail indicated a concept the student was not ready to leam, a green bail indicated a concept
ready to be leamed, and an orange bail indicated units that were not missing any
prerequisites but were stiil flot recomrnended. furthennorc, links pointing to concepts the
student had visited had hook icon annotations.
Langenbach and Bodcndorf [Langenbach, Bodendorf, 1997] present a system that
also used annotations to help guide users. The interface for this system consisted of two
frarnes, one for content and one for navigation. The navigation buttons includcd Next, Up,
and Previous. The next button took a student through predefined guided tour; the up
button took her to the root of the hierarchically preceding module; and the previous button
vent back one step in predefined tour, even if the user had lost the path. A user couid also
use a table of contents, oven’iew pages, or foltow links for an unstructured tour. Color
coding and dynamically updated tables of contents wcre used for orientation guides.
WebWatcher [Annstrong, Frietag, Joachims, and Mitcheli, 1995] also provided link
annotations to users to suggest which ones thcy should follow. WebWatclier was an
interface added on top of existing websites. The user started lier interaction witli
WebWatcher by providing her infonnation looking for goal. The original page the user
vas viewing was then altered, after being processed by WebWatcher. WebWatcher made
suggestions for links to follow based on the probability the user will want to sec the link,
which is a function of the current page, the goal, and the link. Machine leaming
techniques were used to determine whicli best links to suggest to users.
Kaplan et al. [Kaplan, fenwick, and Clien, 1998] discussed a way to rank topics
that were relevant to the current topic and to the current goal. An associative matnx was
used to store the degree of relationship between two nodes. Users could indicate their
preferences for good relationships, and this changed the associative matrix. It was also
possible to combine matrices for multiple users to create mies for classes of users. The
system could also leam association strengths by viewing liow long users read a topic,
which was normalized by how much information is presented in the topic. The longer the
viewing, the more relevant the topic was. The authors acknowledge that it is stili hard to
detennine if the information was read or not.
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AHA [De Bra, Calvi, 199$] also used link annotations to indicate pages that are
desired (blue), uninteresting and /or visited (purpie), and undesired (dark gray). For each
page, the author must determine a Boolean expression of variables that described whether
the page vas desirable or not. The system could compare the user’s model to this
expression to determine if a page was desirable to that user, and annotate it accordingly.
The desirability of a link was dependent solely on the destination of the link, flot on the
source. The system presented in [Geldof 199$] used natural language techniques for link
annotations. The topics in the system were modeled hierarchically, and the goal vas to
determine which topics were of interest to the user. The topics concern features of movies,
such as the time and place it is being shown, the actors, the director, or the plot. The
system used as evidence of the ttser’s interests ber clicks in the topic pane and lier
concrete queries. The system used template based natural language generation to generate
meta-text, which provided details on the topics in which the user had shown an interest,
instantiated for this movie.
MetaLinks [Murray, Shen, Piemonte, Condit, and Thibedeau, 2000] used link
annotation, not to suggest which next links to study, but to provide an orientation to the
user. The table of contents showed students which nodes they liad visited and indicated
where the student was within the content hierarchy. Students could also sec a history of
where they have been annotated with the type of link.
SiteIf [Stefani, Strapparava, 1998] atternpted to autornatically rank the relevance of
web pages based not on the user’s direct feedback, but on which pages were requested. A
user profile was built and updated after each request. The user mode! was a semantic net
with the nodes being words and the arcs the co-incidence relation of two words. This
mode! was used to decide if a document was valuable or flot.
Annotations can also be used with news retrieval systems. The Anatagonomy
newspaper on the WWW [Sakagami, Kamba, 1996] attempted to infer a user’s
preferences and use these preferences to retrieve relevant news articles. The score engine
was used to compute the importance of cadi article by comparing tic article to tic user
model, which was composed ofa set ofwords and their weights. The leaming engine built
the user profile based on explicit feedback given by tic user. Each article was presented
with a score bar indicating the score computed by the score engine. The user could adjust
this score to reflect lier tnte interests. When this happened, the leaming engine updated the
user profile based on this new score. Letizia [Lieberman, Letizia, 1995] was an agent that
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supports the web browsing by locating and annotating links in which the user may be
involved. Letizia modeled the user’s browsing behavior and used this to infer her interests
based on the links followed and the pages to which the user lias retumed. Links that have
been unobserved were assumed to be less interesting. Using this information, Letizia
searched from the user’s current browsing point to find web pages to recommend.
Most of the link annotation systems for data repossession used explicit modeling,
i.e. the user provided feedback on whether pages were good or bad. Kushmerick, et al.
[Kushmerick, McKee, and Toolan, 2000] presented a technique for Referrer Based Page
Recommendation (RBPR), and implicit technique. This technique made page
recommendations based on browsing behavior only. It assumed that a visitor’s true
information need could be characterized by list of query terms, and RBPR guesses these
terms by looking at the page that lcd the user to the site. The authors daim their system is
seventy seven times more effective than random guessing. Goecks and Shavlik [Goecks,
Shavlik, 2000] alsopresented a technique to automatically leam user’s preferences and
intercsts through purely explicit means. With this technique, the system foresaw the
percentage of hyperlinks clicked on, the amount of scrolling a user did, and a user’s
mouse activity. From these systems, we can see that link annotations have many uses and
rnany instantiations, such as simple graphics to more detailed natural language comments.
These annotations can provide users with help for choosing which hnks to follow.
Furthcnnore, since these recommendations may flot be correct, the user has the option to
ignore them, since the links are stiil enabled even if they are flot recornmended.
However, annotations can also be confusing, especially if tlie user does not know
how the annotation was computed. Sirnilarly, an annotation may be overloaded with
different meanings under different circumstances. If annotations are to be used, they
should be simple in their presentation 50 users can quickly view them and understand the
recommendations.
3.1.1.2 Adaptive link sorting
Link sorting is a technique that presents links to users organized from most recommended
to least recornmended, as computed by the system, based on the user’s behavior or
knowledge. The system presented in [Bollen, Heylighen, 1997] adapted the weiglits on
nodes based on many users’ prototypes. The nodes with the highest weights were then
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presented to the user in sorted order. The authors point out the flaw that those nodes with
the highest weights will continue to have the highest weights, since those are the ones
presented to users as the top nodes. Adaptive HyperMan [Rabinowitz, Mathe, and Chen,
19951 sorted links based on significance. In this system, users could mark parts of pages
and assign topics to those markers. This repossession was done either through exact
comparison or through derivation of previous queries which contained subsets of the
current query. The rnarkers that were retumcd were sorted by a significance measure
obtained through the significance network, which was constructed through user feedback.
Users provided either positive or negative feedback for rnarker retrieval and this feedback
was used to update the relevance network.
Ardissono and Goy [Ardissona, Console, Torre, 1999] presented work on sorting
news articles on an individual basis. In this system, stereotype user models were used,
which were derived from an initial forni fihled put by the user. The system used this mode!
to select appropriate sections to determine the detail leve! for presentation of the news and
advcrtisements, and to dynarnically generate the page. The user model was dynarnica!ly
updated based on certain events, such skipping some sections or news, following a link
looking for more detail, restraining some of the detail, and selecting a banner ad. The
system also took into consideration the number of connections to each section per week
andlor month.
Just as with link annotation, link sorting !eaves ai! link enabled, which al!ows users
to ru!e against the judgmcnts of the system. Furthermore, users can quick!y observe the
systems recommendations since the most highly suggested link are at the top of the link.
With link annotation, this may not 5e the case and the user wouÏd have to search the entire
link and read ail the annotations to find the best links. However, with link sorting, we
sometimes sec a problem that anses with link recommendations based on populanty. In
this case, the most popular links bascd on visits are prescnted at the top of the sorted list.
These links then continue to be the most followed and thus the most popular, even if they
are not the best links for the user’s situation. A better link may be buried in the middle of
the list and this link may not becorne popular because of that placement. Thus users may
neyer be directed towards better links.
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3.1.1.3 Direct guidance
Direct guidance is a technique that provides the user with a view of the hyperspace so that
she can better decide where to go. With direct guidance, a sequence of links or a path is
usualiy generated for the user to follow through the hyperspace. This is different from link
annotations or iink sorting since with those techniques, links are treated and judged
individuaiiy. Direct guidance considers the set of iinks presented to the user as a whoie
unit, flot as a list ofindividual links.
The KBS Hyperbook [Henze, Nejdl, 1999] uscd direct guidance to help a user
effectively compiete a course. In this system, sequentiai trail was to be generated for each
user, ordering the content in a rising level of difficulty. In this system, the student model
was represented as a vector over the knowiedge items, where a knowledge item was a
knowiedge concept of the application dornain. A Bayesian network was used for
calculating the system’s belief of the user’s knowledge on cadi knowledge item. There
were four possible grades on knowledgc items, expert, advanced, bcginner, and new
corner, determincd by cither direct feedback from the user after working on a project —
exercises, or examples of solved problems — or the judgment of an expert. No information
was coiiected through the user’s rcading behavior or the systern’s assessrnent of the
student’s perfonance on a project. When gencrating a trail, the system performed a
depth-first traversai to check the knowledge items that were prerequisites for the user’s
current goal. It then generated a list of those knowledge items flot yet satisficd, ordered
increasing difficulty.
Riviin et ai. [Riviin, Botafogo, and Schneiderrnann, 1994] presented a way of
viewing aiready existing hyperspaces so that they were easy to navigate by users.
Questions such as “where am I” and “how do I get somewhere” couid be answered if the
current node couid be put into some kind of context with respect to the rest of the
hyperspace. One technique tried to determine the root of the hierarchy. Ciusters were
formed for ease of understanding. Nodes were rated based on how many links go in and
how many go out. Rather than provide a simple list of domain topics, [Zyryanov, 1996]
presented a method using an adaptive rnap of the domain. How much of the map was seen
was based on the student modei. The nodes that were presented were annotated with
suggestions by the tutor. Case-based reasoning bas also been used for guidance in
adaptive navigation.
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Micareili and Sciarrone presented sucli a system in [Micareili, Sciarrone, 1996].
This paper proposed a technique for hypermedia navigation based on case-based
reasoning. A fleurai net was used to classify which canonicai path a user xvas using in
order to meet a leaming goal. The canonicai path from the case iibrary was determined
based on the initial nodes visited by the user. When help was requested, the system
suggested the next stcps for navigation, by building a hierarchical tree whose root is the
Iast node ofthe canonical path.
In TANGOW [Carro, Pulido, and Rodriguez, 1999], tasks were decomposed into
sub-tasks in multiple ways, depending on the student profile. Direct guidance for
achieving tasks was provided through a Task Manager. This Task Manager stored data
about the student’s actions and results in a dynarnic tree. The nodes in this tree
corresponded to the tasks achieved by the students, and the edges rcpresented how the
tasks had been decomposed during the leaming process. At each step in the learning
process, the Task Manager constructed a list of attainable tasks, which were tasks that
were in the set of sub-tasks in which the current task is decornposed, had not yet been
achieved, and had an activation condition that was satisfied. Tasks which did flot meet
these conditions were listed, but links to them were not provided. When a task was
completed, the Task Manager would search up through the dynarnic tree to find a new
task to compete, and uscd the sarne algorithrn to constmct a list of achievabie tasks.
The ADAPTS system [Brusilovsky, Cooper, 1999], as one of its many adaptive
techniques, used direct guidance to help technicians accornplish their tasks. The system
presented step-by-step directions, custornized to the uscr’s troubleshooting experience.
The system presented an adaptive task check!ist which suggested an optimal path. This
checldist also indicated the current state of performing the task. Annotations were aiso
used to indicate comp!eted, current, and remaining steps in the task.
The ACE system [Specht, Opperman, 1998] also performed adaptive sequencing of
the course content using different sequencing a!gorithms for different teaching goals. ACE
adapted a sequence of who!e ieaming units and adapted the sequence of media availabie
for a unit. The goal was to keep a student on her optimal path based on her current
knowiedge and to adapt the sequence to the interests specified by user. One nove!
approach with this system was that it computed an appropriate teaching strategy and
generated a persona!ized view on a leaming unit, based on leamer interests and leaming
materiai preferences. ACE aiso automaticaily adapted to the leaming strategy frequentiy
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requested by student, especially if style lcd to success. Wlien a certain threshold was
reached indicating that this style was preferred and was successfui, it was used as default.
In order to achieve this adaptation, the system kept track of various information of the
student, inciuding her preferences for language, media, interface setting, and personal
annotations, ail of which were updated through a direct user dialog. Ihe system also
recorded confidence values on leamed units
— the tested, requested, and inferred
confidence. The student model also contained inferences about the leamer’s interests.
A more direct approach to guiding a student through a course can be taken using
direct guidance. By altering the contents of the “ncxt” link in a hyperniedia system, the
system itself can direct guide the student through the material. Ibis guidance is typicaily
based on the user’s understanding of prerequisitc topics. We use this technique in BAHM
for dynamically deciding the restilts of using the “next” button.
The C course in [Kay, Kummerfeld, 1994] used direct guidance when constructing
the “next” links which appcared on each page. The system used if-then mules to determine
which link, arnong possible aitemates, should be included in the student’s page. This was
essentially conditional text applied to adaptive navigation. The if part of the nile was
cornpared to the user model, and if it evaluated to trite the then part of the mie fired.
Direct guidance is a technique that is sirnilar to link sorting in that suggested iinks are
presented to the user in a prefened order. However, link sorting only presents the links
individually and flot as a complete path, and thus after the user follows the first link, he
may flot know the rest of the path. Thcrefore, direct guidance that can be more beneficial
than link sorting since users are presented with more comprehensive suggestions in terms
of a path to follow, rather than just the next link. However, direct guidance can be
confusing for users since they may distinguish that the structure of the hyperspace is
changing beneath them. For exampie, a user viewing topic A asks for guidance. The first
tirne thc user views the topic, the system may guide the user to view topics B, then C, and
then D. But the second time the user views topic A, the system may guide the user away
from topics B, C, and D since lie bas already seen them, and towards topic E. Thus the
user will flot see the same structure to the hyperspace under thesc different circumstances.
She does flot sec consistent links bctween topics in the hyperspace.
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3.1.1.4 Adaptive link hïdïng technique
Adaptive Link hiding is a technique in whicli links to part of the domain are hidden forrn
the user until the tutor decides she is ready for the contents. The links that are hidden exist
in the hyperspace structure, and are simply inaccessible until the system makes them
accessible. A popular approach for hiding is flot to ailow users to see iinks unless ail the
prerequisites have been viewed. One example of this is in [Calvi, De Bra, 1997], which
describcd a system in which users couid only acccss certain links if they have scen ail the
appropriate precondition contents. A domain expert entered a iink structure, including ail
possible interesting links. Dynamicaliy, which links were interesting were deteniiined
based on a user model. Additionally, iinks could be taken away; if it was detennined the
user no longer nceded them. A second example can be seen in [Pérez, Gutiérrez,
Lopistéguy, 1995]. In this system, users were categorized as novice, medium, and expert,
based on their year in school. Exercises were used to help the system judge the student’s
abilities. Curriculum Decision Rules were used to decide which new concepts to let the
student see based on pedagogicai reiationships, difficulty ievel, known concepts, and
student ieaming characteristics. Another system that used Iink hiding is AHA [Piiar de
Silva, Van Durm, Duval, and Olivie, 1998]. The main components ofthis system were a
dornain model, a user model, and an adaptive engine. The iinks in hyperspace were
weighted and the nodes were also typed. Nodes could be either documents or concepts,
and there could be links between concepts or bettveen concepts and documents. Each
document in the space had a level of difficulty. When a user viewed a document, the
associated concept’s knowledge level was updated, if the docurnent’s level of difficulty
was greater than the concept’s ievei. Links to relevant documents were accessible to the
user, if they had difficulty level considered to be appropriate for the user. Other links were
not visible.
AHA [De Bra, Calvi, 1998] also used link hiding as its adaptive navigation
techniques. In this system, when a Iink was hidden, the anchor text was still available, and
the link still active, so if user knew this, she could click on the link. The system also
supported link removal through conditional content.
HYNECOSUM [Vassileva, 199$J took a task-centered approach to link hiding. In
this system, users were classified via stereotypes based on a user class, such as doctor,
nurse, administrator, student, or patient. These stereotypes initialized the experience levels
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of users on tasks in the domain. Tasks were defined hierarchically, and the individual user
models were overlays of this task hierarchy. Users explicitly selected tasks to perform, so
the system did flot have to suppose goals. The user’s access to the task hierarchy was
restricted by her experience level on the task. Users could flot access tasks for which she
xvas a novice; she must first select sub-tasks before viewing the task itself. furthenflore,
beginner users were limited to restricted browsing, in which she could only view entities
directly related to the current task. More advanccd users had the right to perfonfi free
browsing with an anchor, i.e. they could explore more of the hyperspace. Links between
hypermedia entities had values ranging from —2 to 2, which were computed from the
user’s model. If, during navigation, pattems emerged that the user’s skill on a task had
increased, the system would ask the user if she warited to increase her skill rating in the
user model. Thus the system was adaptive, but only with the explicit consent of the user.
These pattems involved the user’s navigation through the task hierarchy; a minimum time
spent on an information item, and correct atternpts to select from the semantic
classification menus. Another approach to hiding is to hide documents, rather than links.
The system in [Gonschorek, Herzog, 1995] used this technique. This paper
described an adaptive help system that was part of an intelligent tutoring system on
parallel programming. Users were categorized as novice, beginner, advanced, qualified,
and expert. Each document in the help system was related to document classes. There
were three document classes, the first of which described the knowledge the student
should have, the second identified the lecture, and the third described the ldnd of text the
documents were (infonnation, introduction, outlook, etc.). The technique used in this
system hid entire document classes, rather than single documents. Links to hidden
documents were simply flot presented to the student. In addition to the techniques
previously described in the ACE system [Specht, Opperman, 1998], the systcm also used
link hiding, which the authors called incremental linldng. In this technique, added
elements of the interface and tasks were incrementally introduced to a leamer based on
difficulty, complexity, and already mastered objects. When the user worked with the
system, it would present links to already mastered concepts and ready-to-leam concepts.
Furthermore, the system disabled links for not ready to 5e leamed units. from these
systems that use link hiding, we can see that the technique is used to prevent users from
seeing material for which they are clearly flot ready. If the system can accurately judge
this, then this technique may be beneficial for users since they wiIl not become irritated
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reading material beyond their level of understanding. However, if the system
overestimates a user’s knowledge, and she is ready for that material, there is no way for
her to reacli it since the links have been rernoved. Therefore, unlike many of the previous
techniques, users cannot recover from a system’s mistakes.
3.1.1.5 Providing dynamic links
The technique ofproviding dynamic Iinks that do flot necessarily exist in the hyperspace
allows a dynamic structure to ernerge, based on individual differences. Thtis the structure
of the hyperspace wiIl be different for each user. Kushniruk and Wang used this technique
in [Kushninik, Wang, 1994]. This system adaptively added links to a node that would not
normally have been connected to this node. New links were added based on the student’s
performance on exercises. Links were added if they addressed misapprehension held by
the student. If a link was added to a node, it was irnrnediately presented as an option to the
student to view that newly linked node. Thus, paths through the hypermedia space wcre
different for each student. The DynaWeb system also added dynamic links on the fly
[Bodner, Chigneil, and Tain, 1997]. In this system, there were no static links. Rather,
dynamic links were created based on the content of the website and the interests of the
user. The selection of words used for links was based on previous links user has selected.
The system also used a running query which was constnicted using the surrounding text
and text from the two previously followed links. This information was also used to build a
user profile. The result from a study with DynaWeb show that dynamic linking improved
question answering performance, mainly for novice users flot familiar with search domain.
Novice users also had a reduced task time.
The KBS HyperBook project [Henze, Nejdl, 2000] dynamically computed links
between related information. The system was designed to be “open” in that it could
include outside material. Courses consisted of several lectures, which consisted of text
units. Several courses belonged to course group. A Content Map was built manually by
the author of the information resource. For each HTML page, the content map was the set
of knowledge items on page. Using these content maps, the HyperBook system
dynarnically computed links to related information. Related pages were those whose
content maps were not disjoint to the maps of the current page. While this system did flot
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adapt to individuals, it did present a way of stmcturing more complex HyperBooks from
distinct sources.
Dynamically adding links to a hyperspace can tum a static into a personalized one
since the links are computed on an individual basis. However, since links are computed
dynamically, the structure of the hyperspace may change while a user uses the system.
Ibis can be very confusing to users if they are expecting links from one node to another to
aiways exist. With dynamic linking, that may flot be the case.
3.1.2 Adaptive presentation of the material
While adaptive navigation helps students through a hypermedia space, it does flot change
the actual contents of each noUe in the space. Adaptive presentation, on the other hand,
does change the content shown to users. In this section, we present some techniques used
for adaptive presentation of the material. These techniques range from having conditions
under which certain parts of a page are shown through full natural language generation
techniques.
3.1.2.1 Adaptive presentation based on conditiona] text
Conditional text is a technique where parts of the page have conditions for their inclusion
in the final displayed page. These conditions are evaluated when a page is to be disp!ayed
to determine if the conditional text should be included.
One of the first web-based systems to use conditional text was C Book [Kay,
Kummerfeld, 1994]. In this system, each page was written in HTML, with parts enclosed
in conditional rules. These conditional nUes were processed and compared to the user
mode! to determine if they applied. If so, the conditional text was presented to the user.
The user mode! in this system included information about the user’s knowledge of
programming languages and how well she knew various concepts in those languages. It
also included information about her preferences, such as abstract versus concrete, terse
versus more detailed and explicit, and active versus directed. This was sirnilar to the
leaming style preferences we are storing in BAHM.
The AHA! system [De Bra, Ca!vi, 1998] and its predecessor used an extremely
similar approach for presenting web pages. Each page contained hard-coded information
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and conditional information with if-then mies indicating if that information should be
provided. These conditions of these mies were compared to the user mode! to determine
which ones evaiuated to true and which ones to faise. If the mie evaluates to true, the text
under the then part of the mie was included; othenvise, text under the else part of the mie
(if it exists) vas inciuded. Saiz [Saiz, Szekely, and Devang, 199$] presented DPML (Data
Presentation Markup Language) an extension to HTML which aIiow for personalization.
DPML files contained meta-modeis for content presentations. For each request, the
Presentation Agent (PA) read the user profile and then read the DPML file to create tree
of objects that represent structure of document. For each object, the PA read the meta
modei files and fetched the data. The PA then appiied style mies. Presentation tailoring
was donc through style mies (conditionlaction pairs), conditionat tags (whether whote
fragment of HTML should be included), and cascading style sheets.
Conditionai text is a very straightforward technique that is simple to author and to
implement. The course designer must decide oniy on the instances for when a piece of text
wiil be shown. But because it is very simple, it is flot very flexible. Each conditionai piece
of text must have a nile associated with it, rather than a generai mie to appiy to an entire
class of text. For example, say an author wants to indicate that if a student does not know
a particuiar concept, exampies on that concept shouid be shown. With conditional text,
this general mie cannot be implemented. Rather, each example text on a page must have a
mie sunounding that text indicating to show that text if the user does flot understand the
concept.
3.1.2.2 Alternatives
One technique of adaptive presentation is to have muitiple ways to describe a piece of
content. A user mode! is used to distinguish between these variants and to choose the
correct ones.
One system that empioyed such a technique is ANATOM-TUTOR [Beaumont,
199$], which was an intelligent tutoring system for teaching anatomy that had a hypertext
presentation component. The user mode! was based on stereotypes, but couid be
individuaiized. When a user first started the hypertext component, some basic text vas
chosen for her based on lier stereotype, which was then individuaiized based on lier
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individual model. The basic text was divided into units of one several sentences. The units
were arranged according to user levels and according to what information was in the unit.
Text units could be deleted if they were assurned to be known, or added if they were
needcd. AVANTI [f ink, Kobsa, and Schreck, 1997] also used variants to custornize the
presentation of web pages AVANTI was a hypermedia system, which was to be used by
different classes ofusers, including some with disabilities sucli as dystrophy. The idea was
to adapt the content based on some stereotypes of users, as well as individual user models.
Each page contained static elements and possibly optional elements. Adaptation Rules
were used to determine which of these optional elernents to include. These rules took into
consideration the user’s model. Furthermore, each page also contained rules on updating
the user’s model based on lier interactions with the page.
The SmartGuide system [Gates, Lawhead, and Wilkins, 1998] used a variant on
fragments for personalized content. The goal of this project was to customize the web
interface so it matched a user’s goal. The system could integrate resources from
hetcrogeneous sources into a unificd interface. Each page in the system was a template
with a fixed part and dynamic parts. The dynamic parts had parameters on how objects
(rclated data items) were to be selected. Pages were rendered by constructing one or more
qucries based on the parameters of the dynamic parts of the page and the user model,
comparing the qucries to information objects, and substituting the best matches into the
template file. User models were stereotype based, but could be individualized through
direct user feedback. The user also providcd information on lier short terrn goal, i.e. why
she was using the system for this session.
The EPIAM system [De Rosis, De Carolis, and Pizzutilo, 1994] provided tailored
explanations of concepts. In this system, concepts were classified by their theoretical
meaning. Each class had a set of attnbutes and each attnbute had two tcxts associated wit
it: nucleus and satellite. A schema-based approach was used to generate messages. In this
system, schemas defined which attributes should be described, and whether just the
nucleus or both the nucleus and the satellite should be used. The system analyzed the
user’s model to determine which schema selection mie to apply. The user model was
stereotype based and contains estimates of the user’s knowledge on concepts. The
stereotype vas triggered by answers to general questions on the user’s curriculum.
However, the estimates of a user’s knowledge could be updated, since the concepts in the
user model were stored as a belief network. In case the generated explanation was not
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sufficient, EPIAM supplied hypermedia follow-up which allowed the user to obtain mode
detailed information.
APHID [Kettel, Tliomson, and Greer, 2000] used a form of variants. Ibis system
used templates and pattems to adapt the content of a page. The pattems were used to
determine which input elements from the document would be processed by the template.
Rules were provided which map from the student model to the adaptations that could be
performed. Some of the parameters that coutd be set on a page were the number of data
elements per page, the maximum number of images, and the length of text on the page.
The system presented in [Lin, Danielson, and Herrgott, 1996] performed page variants.
Ihe instnictor module in this system selected which HTML page to send to the browser.
By doing this, the instructor module could vary the level and the medium of the HTML
documents, based on the student model.
Rousseau, et al.[Rousseau, Garcia, Valdeni de Lima, and Duda, 1999] presented,
flot an adaptive system, but an adaptable system using variants. In this system, each user
specified a “predicate” to create a personalized view of document. A “predicate” include
the user’s end platforrn, lier network connectivity, ber accessibitity, and lier necds (user
profile, education level, time, access history). The system designers focused on
synchronized multimedia presentations with the goal of customization of a generic
presentation to user needs, using temporal extensions to HTML. Temporal links related
two media sample and assigned time instants to the samples. These temporal links and
domain objects had alternate content, for adaptability, which could be selected based on
user’s predicate.
SETA [Ardissono, Goy, 2000] was a personalized shopping system which used
stereotype user models that could be individualized. In this system, one agent sclected the
products for the user to view and another agent generated the customized pages for the
store. User models contained domain independent information about a user’s
characteristics
— ber ability for absorbing large amounts of data and her requirements for
web-page layout
— ber technical and aesthetic interest, and ber expertise on various
product classes. The model also contained domain dependent information defined for each
web store. The systemjudged a user’s interests and performances by observing the actions
she performed, such as whcther an item was added to the cart or if the user asks for more
details. Once a product had been chosen, the details about that product were dynamically
generated. The content was tailored to the user’s interests and receptivity and the selection
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ofthe linguistic form of the descriptions was tailored to the user’s expertise. The layout of
the page was also personalized to the user.
Another personalized shopping system was TELLIM [Joerding, 1999], which used
only ternporary user modeis
— single session — to accornplish the personalization. The
system attempted to Iearn the user’s preferences for the kind of content displayed based
solely on implicit feedback. The system used an incrernental leaming algorithrn based on
CDLA. The attributes were type of medium, kind of prodtLct, brand, and kind of
information. There were mies in the system to update the user model to determine which
content to show.
[Bental, Cawsey, Pearson, and Joncs, 2000] describcd a system which used a form
of variants to present individualized infonriation on cancer treatments. The dornain was
organized by issues and text about those issues. Issues were selected based on what was
relevant to the patient’s treatrnent, specific illness, and current tirne frarne. If an issue was
selected by the patient, texts about that issue were selected, based on both the patient’s
record and on annotations about the text that provide details of conditions when the text is
appropriate. Text plans associated with issues indicated which texts to select and how they
shouid be grouped to provide a coherent presentation. By using the variants technique, a
system can present essentially the same information in a personalized way to a variety of
users. These systems can therefore be very general and flexible, using general mies that
cannot be used with conditional text. However, they can also be very intensive in terms of
domain construction; sornebody must construct the variants and mies for presenting them.
furtherniore, if the system is not correct in its assessment of users, it may present the
wrong variant. In these cases, system must provide the means for users to access the other
variants.
3.1.2.3 Stretchtext technïque
Stretchtext is a technique that replaces a word or a key phrase with additional information
on that phrase. Whether this additional information is shown, and what kind of
information to show, is decided on an individual basis. This is the technique we are using
in BAHM.
MetaDoc [Boyle, Encamacion, 1998] is a system that used stretchtext. This system
used four stereotyped user classes. Concepts that were stretched were classified using the
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same scale. If a user was presented with a concept with which she vas not familiar,
additional expianations were inciuded, but they were flot included for lower level
concepts. Furthermore, higher level details were flot provided for Iower level users, but
details of lower level concepts were displayed for higher level users. The system used
both explicit and implicit user modeling. For the implicit modeling, the system evaiuated
the kinds of requests made by the user. Requesting more expianation about a concept
implied a lack of famiiiarity, whiie requesting more details irnpiied an understanding.
Similarly, requesting less explanation implied an understanding, and requesting more
details impiied unfamiiiarity.
KN-AHS [Kobsa, Nul, and fink, 1997] was an adaptive hypermedia system that
does hot-word adaptation. Additionai information about the hot-word was presented and
customized based on the BGP-MS user modeling system. This user modeling system used
both stereotype user models and individuai user modeis. The rules of adaptation were:
1- If the user was unfamiliar with the hot-word, an explanation was automaticaily
added and an icon for a graphie providcd.
2- If the user vas farniliar with the hot-word, more details were autornaticaliy added.
3- If there was no information about the user’s farnuliarity, the hot-word was flot
changed.
There were corresponding mies to detenTiine if a user was farniliar of unfamiliar with a
hot-word:
1- If the user requested an explanation, a graphie exampie, or a giossary definition,
then she was flot familiar with the hot-word.
2- If the user unseiected these, then she was familiar.
3- If she requested additionai details, then she was farniliar with the hot-word.
The ADAPTS system [Bmsilovsky, Cooper, 1999] aiso used a stretchtext interface.
Paragraphs in the troubieshooting procedure were expanded or coiiapsed, based on the
user’s knowledge of the task or if the inforrriation contained in the paragraph was flot
relevant to the current context.
The PUSH [H&k, Karigren, Waem, DahlbÊick, Jansson, Karigren, and Lernaire,
1996] aiso appiied a fonTi of stretchtext for adapting its presentation. In this system, ail
valid data about an object was offered in one page, with some of the objects possibly
being hidden. The system determined, based on the user’s data iooking for task, which
information to show and which to hide.
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3.1.2.4 Adapting everything else but the text
The systems discussed so far in this section primariiy do adaptive text presentation.
Hotvever, there are other aspects of hypermedia that can be adapted to individuals. One
application of adaptive presentation is adaptive quizzes. In [Pérez, Gutiérrez, Lopistéguy,
1995], the authors discussed just such an application. In this system, Hyperlutor,
exercises were dynamically generatcd to include questions on concepts recently seen.
Items were seiected based on mies, such as rnulti-concept items were preferabie to single
concept items, items on which the student had previousiy failed should be presented, and
items testing already known concepts should not be presented. Exercises were generated
either when the student asked for them, when the hyperspace contained an exercise node,
or the system decided to present an exercise.
Another system which preformed automatic exercise generation was Multibook
[Fisclier, Steinrnetz, 2000]. In this system, the goal was the automatic generation of simple
exercises, i.e. generation of multiple choice questions and distractors. The domain mode!
was constntcted in such a way as to support part-ofqttestions, which ask about the parts of
concept. It also supported is an application for questions. For both types of questions, the
system dynamically constnicted a Iist of distractors and a iist of correct answers,
randomized the order, and checked to see if the user selected the correct answers. If wrong
answers were selected, the system offered to branch to explanations of wrong concepts
and to provide a repetition of the lesson being ieamed.
TANGOW [Carro, Pulido, Rodriguez, 1999] used adaptive presentation techniques
to generate individual pages, selecting which type of media elernents would appear in the
document and how they were laid out based on the student profile. Media elements were
selected based on features such as content difficulty and the language in which they were
written. In InterBook [Bmsilovsky, Schwarz, 1997], the interface to the system was
adapted to each user. In this system, the adaptive presentation was accompiished by
incrementaily adding interface features
— such as a glossary button
— to the HyperBook
Ïayout whenever the student was ready.
The aim of the BAHM [Aïmeur, Salehian 2003] is to build a web-based
environment which flot oniy is adaptive to the user, but also gives the abiiity to the user to
leam by doing. In BAHM, concepts are related to each other on the base of a conceptual
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mode! of the hypermedia.-type systems. Observations about users are made when a user
has performed some action inside the virtua! environrnent. Each unit is indexed with some
knowledge concepts. A separate know!edge mode! is constmcted, containing the
know!edge concepts of the application domain and their leaming dependencies. Thus, the
documents itself do flot contain any prerequisite or outcome information. A glossary
containing the concepts of the knowledge mode! is generated. for each glossary item,
links to examples, to material units, and practice environments are generated.
BAHM used the dynamic Iinks for Link leve! adaptation. A page sequencing
a!gorithm generates reading sequences according to the user’s goals and knowledge. For
helping the user to find her way through the course material, the system also generates a
next leaming step for the user by comparing ber actual knowledge state with knowledge
he should have after finishing the unit.
BAHM supported explicitly goal-based leaming. Users could define their own
learning goals or could request the next leaming goal from the system. for each of these
goals, a reading sequence containing necessary knowledge (prerequisite and actua!
necessary knowledge) for reaching the goal is generated. In addition, having tree view
navigation gives more flexibility to the user to sclect the next goal.
BAHM atso adapts to the different leaming speeds of the users by supporting this
kind of goal oriented leaming. Users can define how rnuch and what to leam next. If the
system observes a user mastering an advanced action sufficiently well then it updates its
estimation about this user in relation to the mastered topics as welI as to prerequisite
know!edge concepts. Thus the user can go on with fttrther, advanced topics. If the system
observes that a user is flot quite farni!iar with some topic, it proposes similar examples or
actions, which contain only a few amount of new information.
3.2 Discussion
Some of the systems discussed so far in this section primarily do adaptive text
presentation. However, there are other aspects of systems that can be adapted to
individuals. One application of adaptive presentation is adaptive tests [Aïmeur, Salehian,
2003]. In [Pérez, Gutiérrez, and Lopistéguy 1995], the authors discuss just such an
application. In this system, HyperTutor, exercises were dynamica!!y on mIes, such as
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multi-concept items were preferable to single concept items, items on which the student
had previously failed should be presented, and items testing already known concepts
should flot be presented. Exercises were generated either when the student asked for them,
when the hyperspace contained an “exercise” node, or the system decided to present an
exercise.
Another system which performed autornatic exercise generation was Multbook
[fischer, Steinmetz 2000]. In this system, the goal was the automatic generation of simple
exercises, i.e. generation of multiple choice questions and distractions. The domain model
was constntcted in such a way as to support part-of questions, which ask about the parts of
a concept. For both types of questions, the system dynarnically constructed a list of
distracters and a list of correct answers, randomized the order, and checked to see if the
user seiected the correct answers. If wrong answers were seiected, the system offercd to
branch to explanations of wrong concepts and to provide a repetition of the lesson being
leamed.
We conclude from these experiments that a standard strategy for ail students ciearly
does not iead to maximum performance. Thercfore, systems must provide different
strategies and must have methods for determining which strategies are most appropriate
for cadi user.
Also from the resuits in this section, we have chosen flot to develop an standalone
ITS, but create a Wcb-based tooi
— BAHM — with link annotations, dynamic link and
direct guidance for the adaptive navigation
— a tooi which embeds a virtual environment to
provide users with ability to leam-by-doing (see the chapter VI). We can simply notice
that the virtual enviroment undcrlying the BAHM is more useful than the techniques in
the other hypcrmedia like approaches, since it practically involves the users in a real world
problem. In the chapter 4 we discuss the teaching methods and the theory of leaming style
which applies to BAHM’s virtual leaming environment.
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Chapter IV
4.Tutoring the Leamer
Since hypermedia systems and some ofthe multimedia systems are web applications, they
are typically used in distance leaming scenarios, where a learner uses the data from the
system on ber own. Thus, it is essential to think about useful teaching strategies to
persuade a leamer to leam actively and flot passively. for this purpose, we ernphasize
Koib’s leaming strategies, for instance by put together problerns/real tasks in the domain
model of the system, and by constructing the environment based on scheme. Users can
achieve leaming goals as weil as receiving answers to data requests while working on the
problems, which brings up explanation of the leaming items [Henze, Nejdl, and Wolpers,
1999].
BAHM’s primaiy goal is to help SoftPhoiie users tinderstand alt the features of the
software and get the best use of the software. This idea started when we noticed that flot
ail the features of the software are recognized and used by the users. As an example, MS
Word which is a weli-known software developed by Microsoft bas been used by almost
ail the students. Considering the money spent on developing this software and creating
great abilities, but not evetybody is aware of ail the MS Word’s abilities and the company
had to spend a huge budget to create an on-une help to teach this software to its users.
Besides the money-wise problem this ldnd of help — on-une help — are flot always heipful,
because the contents of the help are static for ail the users and this would cause the finding
an appropriate help troublesorne.
BAHM is designed to be used by SofiPhone telephony users via the Internet.
Because on one hand, installation and configuration of the software are often complex,
virtually ail the users need some assistance beyond the instructions and reading of the
manuals. Even when the users have leamed the facts, they need heip to appiy them in
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problem solving. On the other hand, users of the system are located in different cities and
countries and this is impossible for the company to send an expert to the remote locations
for installation, training or troubleshooting. Therefore, BAHM’s domain provides an ideal
enviromuent for the study of tutoring and student modeling.
4.1 Specifications of the Distance Learning
Computational leaming environments take advantage from a strong background in
educational theory [Roberts, Pane, Stehlik, Carrasquel 198$]. Reproducing predictable
teaching and leaming concepts in a computational cnvironment does not utilize these new
technologies. Educational models, which provide mainly interesting features for many
parts of academic education, are constnLctivist models of leaming and teaching.
If Virtual learning environrnents considered appropriately, thcy may offer the
functionality to support improved concepts in education theory, which are difficult to
understand without the help of new comnmnication
— and networking technologies.
Critical fundarnentals in the design of such learning environments are the requirernent and
incorporation of authentic and complex activities during the leaming process.
In a virtual environment user suppose to solve a problem as if it is occurring in the
real world. In fact the learning environment simulates the context of the problems, on
which the user executes the authentic actions: they decide how to and solve the problem,
using their experiences. By that means responsibility for both selecting and performing
tasks moves from the teacher to the learner. This is the way that the users get actively
involved in covering the course material. Obviously, the teache?s role is to prepare the
students work and to teach them the preliminary essential concepts for their task. 0f
course real-world examples are flot that simple and usually are more complex in which
they arise. To present abstracted exercise problems to students, should employ simplified
forms of techniques and applications. However, abstraction is necessary and small
exercises can be used to argue specific issues, project-based leaming has to be used to
rebuild real-world complexity. Two things should be pointed out here; global project
context establishes the leamers’ outlook on a given task, and subtasks present guidance of
the leaming process.
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Collaborative learning extends the ability of analyzing the problem from numerous
views. Keeping in mmd that project work is often done in teams, learners can train their
capabilities for team-work and collaboration.
4.2 Theory of Learning Style
This section presents different definitions of cognitive styles and leaming styles, thcse two
definitions are sornetimes rnisinterpreted and are used vice versa. Our focus here is more
on teaming style than cognitive styles. Leaming style is about specific personalized
approach of each leamer to new knowiedge achievement [Cristea, and Okamoto, 2001].
Based on the student’s leaming style, the learning style is autonomous from the other
skills and each student has different ability to receive the leaming material via a certain
teaching style. Moreover, leaming styles are mental behaviors that serve and steady signs
of how leamers perceive, and respond to the leaming cnvironment. Another words,
leaming style is the way leamer absorb, process, and maintain information. Ail theorists
view leaming styles in exactly the same terms, yct their methods for judgment and
interpretation may differ.
The education literature proposes that students who are actively involved in the
leaming process will be more likely to achieve success [Kuhn, 1972]. A key to getting
students aggressively concemed in leaming lies in understanding leaming style
preferences, which can positively or negatively affect a students performance [McCann,
1975]. It bas also been revealed that fine-tuning teaching materials to meet the needs of a
variety of leaming styles benefits all students [Agogino, Hsi 1995].
[Birkey & Rodman 1995] show that, just as there are “remarkable differences in
the way people leam and process infontiation, there are significant differences in how
leaming styles are defined and measured.” Arnong the different cognitive, leaming styles,
we are enumerating some of the more important in the following [Cristea, De Bra, 2002].
We based our thesis on one of them
— Kolb’s theory.
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4.2.1 Hill’s Cognitive Style Mapping5
Joseph Hill was arnong the earliest theorists in the field of leaming style [Hill 1981]. He
described leaming style as the sole way in which an individual searches for meaning. Hill
believes that process vas revealed in three following categories:
• The processing oftheoretical and qualitative symbols
• Modalities ofinference
• Cultural detcrrninants
He categorized the theoretical symbols into auditoiy and visual. Each one is subdividcd
into linguistic and quantitative symbols. Moreover, there are fifteen qualitative clernents.
Arnong these fifteen, there are empathy, proxemics, which is social distance,
proprioceptivity, and a sixth sense [DeBello, 1990]. Hill believes in modalities of
inference as the second major catcgory. There is the variety of conjecture an individtial
uses in the proccss of actually attaining meaning. Majority ofelcments in this category are
as follows: critical thinking, contrasting and comparisons, relationships between
measures, and hypothesis developrnent, some of them are redolent of Blooms taxonomy
[Hill 1981].
Hill introduces the third major element of bis mode) as cultural determinants. Hill
saw how persons understand symbols, and he believed that the meaning that is assigned to
symbols is shaped by one’s culture [DeBello, 1990]. Based on Hill cognitive style
mapping is the fairly multifaceted procedure ofattaining a cognitive style profile.
4.2.2 Kolb’s Theory ofLeaming Styles
Dr. David Kolb refers to this framework as an experiential leaming model. The center of
his model is an explanation of the leaming cycle [figure 4.1]. lis consideration is on how
an adult’s experience can be translated into concepts, which ends up in the choice of new
taken from DeBello.
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experiences. Kolb’s theory is based on a cycle which explained as follows [DeBello,
1990]:
• Immediate concrete experience is the basis for observation and reflection.
• Observations are assimilated into theory from which new implications for action
can be deduced.
• Implications serve as guides in acting to create new experiences.
In order to be effective, the leamer requires abilities that are opposites such as:
• Concrete experience versus abstract conceptualization
• Active experimentation versus reflective observation
However, as the outcome of experiences, and the dernands of present environrnents, the
majority of people develop leaming styles that emphasize certain leaming abilities over
others.
Kolb’s Theory of Leaming Style is a nine-item measurernent with four sub-items to
be ordered by adults. Four leading types of learning styles have appcared most frequently
[DeBello, 1990]. First, Converger, whose dominant leaming abilities are abstract
conceptualization and active experimentation. Most advantages ofthis type are in IQ tests,
decision-making knowledge acquisition [Cristea, De Bra, 2002]. The second type is
divergers, who have opposite leaming potential of the converger. The suprerne strength of
these persons lies in their creative skill. They take pleasure in viewing concrete situations
from many outlooks. The third one is assirniÏators who leam via abstract
conceptualization and reflective observation. Their ability is to create theoretical models.
The fourth type is accommodators who leam via concrete experience and active
experimentation. Their potency lies in doing things, in mnning plans and experiments, and
involving themselves in new expenences.
Kolb [Kolb 1981] illustrated that leaming styles might be seen on a variety ninning
from (see figure 4.1):
o Concrete experience: getting involved in a new practice
o Reflective observation: observing others or developing observations about own
experience
o Abstract conceptualization: generating theories to explain observations
o Active experimentation: using theories to solve problems, make decisions
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Refector:
observes
and reflects
Hartman [Hartrnan, Virginia 1995] obtained KoIbs theory of learning styles and proposcd
examples ofhow mie might teach to each ofthern:
o For the concrete experience
— propose laboratories, interpretations or activate
films
o For the reflective observer
— use logs, diaries
o For the abstract conceptualize
— lectures, papers
o For the active experimenter
— offer simulations, case studies and training
Kolb’s model and instrument werc designed for and have been applied to aduit
organizational systems and management training. At least four different variations of
Kolb’s model are in use today [DeBello, 1990].
In BAHM, we created an environment in which users can be involved in a new
experience by passing a pre-test. This test will be done inside a virtual environment, She
can ask for the help to observe others and compare ber solution with system’s solution.
Actlvlst:
prefers dor,g
and expetiencin
Pray matist:
likes ta ‘have a
go” try things ta
see f they work Theorst:
wants ta understand
underIyng reasons,
concepts, and
relabonships
figure 4.1 Kolb’s continuum running cycle
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4.2.3 Dunn’s Leaming Styles
Rita and Kenneth Dunn developed a comprehensive learning style mode! on four axes in
1974 [Cristea, De Bra, 2002]:
• Environinentalfactors (noise, light, sound, temperature, design setting)
• Ernotionalfiictors (enthusiasm, determination, accountability, formation)
• Sociologicat factots (self-orientation, authority orientation, coworkcr orientation,
group orientation)
• PÏivsicaÏfactors (insight, transportability, era)
Even though this model deals very littie with the cognitive factor, this model is currently
used in schools for pupils of grades 3-12 and a version has been developed for adults.
4.2.4 Learning style preferences and aduit Leaming Styles
We should know is that what makes aduit leam differently from kids do. Theory of
andragogy
— the art and science of helping aduits to learn
— is a shot to tel! apart the way
aduits leams from the way chiidren learn. A number of assumptions are made based on
Cantor [Cantor, Jeffrey 1992]:
• Aduits are independent and seif-sufficient.
• Aduits are objective oriented.
• Aduits are relevancy oriented
• Aduits are realistic and problem-solvers.
• Aduits have built up life experiences.
Leaming styles is “the ways in which different people think and leam.” [Litzinger, Osif
1993]. Every one of us creatcs an ideal and owns a set of behaviors or approaches to
leaming. Litzinger and Osif summarize the leaming procedure as several steps:
1. Cognition, they way a person obtains knowledge
2. Conceptualization, how a person analyzes information.
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3. Affective, emotional preferences which help to define the leaming styles.
4.2.5 What Motivates Aduil learners?
Aduits in generat, have different enthusiasms for leaming than chiidren do, such as those
pointed out by Cantor [Cantor, Jeffrey 1992]:
• To make or maintain social relationships
• To gather outer potentials
• Improve serving others
• Expert development
• Escape or motivation
• Net interest
Considering the fact of motivation for leaming, instructors should pay more attention to
the possible motivations behind their students’ enrolment. Then they can better shape the
instructional materials. Ibis consideration should be in mmd at the time of developing an
ITS too.
4.3 Excursion: The BAUM Virtual Environment
One main goal of developing BAHM has been to utilize the full power of virtual leaming
environment techniques to innovate teaching and leaming in our courses, instead ofjust
transplanting ordinary lectures onto the Internet [Salehian, Aïmeur 2003]. We have used
the theory of leaming style proposed by Kolb to create the BAHM’s VE and we got
benefits of specifications of the distance leaming to make the BAHM accessible via
Internet at rernote locations.
The BAHM virtual environment provides the environment for using
adaptive hypermedia to teach the users how to configure their system, how to
instali the SoftPhone telephony, how to make the best use of the product in
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the sliortest time, and more importantly how to deal with problems that arise.
In the first stage of the development, BAHM lias been evaluated and the
resuits from the evaluations were directly used by every subsequent
implementation of both the virtual learning environment and the adaptive
hypermedia part of the BAHM system.
4.3.1 Availabiïity of the Working Environrnent
In order to make the working cnvironment continuousiy available, access to ail parts of
the working environrnent (inciuding ail information and software toois) are enabled via
the internet. Most tools are availabie for ail current operating systems or browsers, so
users can use them locaiiy at every computer they have access to, ail around the world.
If license restrictions make this impossible (as in the case of a large software
engineering toois), at least anytirnc access over the Internet is available. Locally used tools
are always internet-based, so access to central servers, repository, and communication
faciiitics is aiways possible. Most of the on-line information is also downloadabie for off
(me use.
4.3.2 Electronic Communication Facilities
Each user bas a communication center, which includes e-mail address of the users within
this center as well as user narne to enter. The system also includes a conference room
which enables the users to communicate and share the information with each other (sec
figure 4.2). There is always one Expert availabie in the conference room for the urgent
help. In case that users face to a problem on which they need more help, they can
communicate with the Expert via this conference room
The messages and discussion forum are aiso automaticaliy archived, indexed, and
made available over the Internet. Synchronous communication at present can take place
over a text based conference room, the BAHM on-une Conference Room. Alt facilities are
avaiiable on many operating systems, and on computers connected to the Internet
anywhere.
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4.3.3 Network Environrnent
A server iocated at Excendia Company as the central repository for ail information. Sucli
as topics, sub-topics, Video animation, web pages, interactive multimedia reiated to each
project, etc.
Ail central repositories (WWW communication and presentation area, etc.) are also
stored at the Excendi&s server. A variety of working environments for accessing the data
is supported.
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4.4 Discussion
It is a central requirement of tutoring approach in the BAHM to keep the system as user
friendly and comprehensible as possible and keep the student interested and rnotivated.
Based on Kolb the first step to teach a student is motivation and then seif-reliance and
self-confidence. A user-friendly structure allows the students to understand how to get the
best of the system without help. Since BAI-1M is Web-based system, seif-reliance and self-
confidence will be a major point for the student to follow the course.
Another important requirement is the information presentation in this leaming
approach. Since the students are supposed to work practically on their own, therefore it is
a task of the system to select and present suitable information as well as appropriate tests
to a user. Since the students are working with BAHM in the Internet, the integration of
useful information present in the Internet into the leaming material is near at hand.
To reach such a (proposed or self defined) learning goal, the system should be able
to find relevant projects and examples related to the goal and allow the user to practice on
the project inside the virtual cnvironrnent. Therefore, selecting algorithms have to be
found. They should present the rnost suitable projects to the user which match to her
current leaming goal and consider her actual knowledge.
The BAHM system implernents the above stated requirernents. In chapter 5 we
describe the architecture ofthe BAHM system as well as its functionalities.
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Chapter V
5. The BAHM System and its
Architecture
The Birnodal Adaptive Hypermedia and interactive Multimedia
— BAHM
— is a tool for
modeling, organizing, configuring, troubleshooting and maintaining the telephony
software on the WWW. The system is developed at the Excendia Incorporation. In this
chapter, we discuss the details of the BAHM system as well as its architecture. We also
discuss why this architecture was chosen, instead of other architectures that are used with
other Web-based systems.
51. Objective
The objective of this venture is to contribute to the enhancement of the leaming process
by developing a highly developed training system for software maintenance training,
based on novel concepts, new cognitive approaches and simulation technologies. The
improvements ofthe leaming process refer to:
o reduced time, costs and risks of training
o improved features to deliver complex contents to trainees
o more learning-by-doing
o more attractive training
o the possibihty to leam by mistakes
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o improved means to provide a more general understanding of the technical system
as well as relationships and interdependencies
o provision of means flot only to raise the awareness of wrong configuration issues
but by experiencing them personally
Software developer organizations are faced with a number of challenges that BAHM is
designed to address
o Software are becoming increasingly technologically complex, making the
technical competence oftechnicians even more critical
o A world-wide shortage of maintenance technicians that is forecasted to accelerate,
increasing dernands for cost effective training. This also increases the dernand for
quality on the job training to reduce the time from initial recmitment to productive
participation.
o Competition from Asia and third world maintenance organizations in cheaper
labor markets lias meant that European and North American maintenance
organizations have had to rationalize operations and find ways to compete (such
as on quality). BAHM helps to reduce the cost of investment in personnel.
5.2 The architecture
The architecture of BAHM consists oftwo main parts (sec figure 5.1):
o The server side
o The client side
In tum each side contains few parts as follows:
The server side contains:
o The Student model server (the highest layer ftom above in figure 5.1)
o The planner
o The Session manager
And the client side contains:
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o The Panel updater
o The Helper
o The GUI (Graphical User Interface)
The entire processing and “intelligent” decision rnaldng occurs on the server side of the
architecture. Ail a student needs to run a BAHM course on the client side is a web
browser (GUI in the figure), RealOne, and flash player which runs the virtual
environment of the system.
The browser window ofthe BAHM cotirse material contains two frames (sec figure
5.2). The right frame displays the HTML, and ASP (Active Server Page) course materials
as well as the Multimedia type virtual environment in which user can leam by doing. The
left frame contains a button for entering into the Conference Room, an input field which is
connected to a search engine, an agent to answer to the student’s questions as wetl as a
tree view navigation tool to allow student to sec the table of contents, and navigate
forwards or backwards through the material.
On the server side, the HTTP server interacts with port server and with student
model server which contains the data about the student. The port server controls the
creation of the student model and one student model server is created for cadi student
using tic system.
The main communication link is between the HTTP server and the student model
server. Each leamer is assigned a unique “Session ID” at the time of login by tic Session
manager and tic HTTP server uses the “Session ID” to maintain state with a given client,
and based on this Session ID determines which student modei server to contact on each
interaction. The Session ID wili rernain in the system untii the student logs off.
When the HTIP server is contacted, the correct script is invoked and a Session ID
is assigned to tic student. The ASP controller reads what is in tic query string, and passes
this information on to the correct student model server.
The Flanner is responsible for all the reasoning and dynarnic construction of course
content. The Planner continuously runs between student model server and Session
Manager, thus maintaining tic state. This is one of the reasons that this architecture was
chosen; we did flot want to have to rebuild state each time the HTTP server was contacted.
Ihe Session Manager and Planner are responsible for logging ail tic student actions for
the student model and for generating the content the student secs as well as
communicating with the Helper to provide assistance in case of necessity.
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5.3 Why we chose this architecture?
Many different architectures exist for the web-bascd educational systems. Some of the
very first network based educational systems used specially created client applications
supplemented with a standard HTTP browser [Lin, Danielson, Herrgott, 1996]. Others use
specialized HTTP servers that can be modified to incorporate teaching components [Eliot,
Neiman, LaMar, 1998]. StiIl others use a combination of client side applets and
specialized servers. Most of these architectures did not rneet our requirements. For
figure 5.1 System architecture
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example, we need to record and remember eveiy student action. We also wanted students
to be able to leam a course through multiple sessions, possibly using different client
computers and leam by doing. Therefore, we needed to be able to store the interactions in
a studcnt record that could be accessed multiple times from multiple locations. These
requirements leU to a server-centered design, with all the information being stored on the
server and none of it on the client.
L
Internet
_____J
Client
_dia
Figure 5.2 System architecture in the simple way
We also wanted an architecture that did flot require special proprietary software.
We wanted to use off-the-shelf components so everyone could leam by doing when they
are using the BAHM system. We did flot see the need to write the Java applet to capture
student actions, since whenever the course is not extremely interactive a Java applet
would stili have to report the student actions to the server to be stored. furihermore, we
did not want to deal with rendering HTML code through Java applet. We rather have a
browser do this for us.
Store1
MuWmeciia
Server
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54 Methodology
BAHM personalizes information according to the users needs and knowledge. The system
models some course, guides the user through the course and its leaming material, and
supports the user’s access to useful information. The simulation-based teaching approacli
lcd us to create an adaptive system which enables users to leam by doing.
Didactic besides technical aspects of innovation, there are others e.g. in the area of
instructional science. Ihe merits of customized or tailored training for individual trainees
with different leaming styles and experiences have been rcalized since the early 1980s.
Traditional cornputer-based training systems have relied on behavioral psychology
emphasizing the analysis of jobs into a set of core skills. Components of skills could be
mastered by following a prescribed and rigid sequcnce of exercises. The lack of
opportunities to adapt the training exercises to the different leaming necds of trainees and
difficulty in improving the theoretical knowledge of trainees have lcd to further
developrnents.
The literature of IlS has pointed out the need for developing computer-based
training systems that could employ “leamer models” in order to custornize interactions to
different stages in mastering sIdils for different individuals. Common criticism of many
ITS include: the large amount of effort in preparing the training system, the difficulty of
the human instructor to co-ordinate with the system author, the simplicity of application
domains, and mainly the lack of empirical data to demonstrate significant differences with
more traditional forms of cornputer-based training. One of the main factors of success of
these training systems was the teaching of mental models, that is, practical theoretical
knowledge which could enable trainees to transfer or generalize their skills from one
situation to another. Earlier work in the area of qualitative or mental models of equipment
had provided a useful basis to explore the issue of transfer of sidlls. The issue of transfer
of skills, therefore, is very important for responding to the need of the industry to upgrade
to ever increasing sophisticated machinery. Another lesson leamed from the evaluation of
ITS is the need to employ simulated models of devices or machinery in order to facilitate
instructional strategies such as leaming by doing and guided discovery. Simulated models
of equipment offer excellent opportunities for acquiring skills such as “how-the-system
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works” and “how-to-do-the-job”. A major advantage of simulation is that trainees are able
not only to acquire a skill quickly but also to retain their skills in the long mn.
This leads us to consider three important criteria for developing and evaluating new
cornputer-based training systems. That is, acquisition of skills, transfer of skills to new but
similar equipment and retention of skills even whcn practice on the job is flot frequent.
Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-based training [Schreincr 2001]. With VR it is possible
for the trainees to gain access to more realistic representations of the equipment they are
likcly to encounter in their daily jobs. It is anticipated that VR will enhance human
rnemory of system components and required skills and thus, knowledge xviii better
retained and transfcrred. However, applications of VR to computer-based training are
lacking and there is a growing need for investing in such research developments. Our
proposed system (BAHM) integrates VE (Virtual Environment) with various pedagogic
issues such as training modes and competence measures.
5.4.1 Learning by doing
Since we based our research and project on Kolb’s theory of leaming style, we mostly
emphasize on leaming by doing.
o Where the trainee masters a skill by actively troubleshooting and solving problem
sirnulated in the BAHM environment
o Guided discovery or “scaffolding” where the trainee undertakes a complete
exercise even from the early stages ofleaming with the support ofthe system.
o Part-task training, that is, mastering component skills and then practicing them as
a whole
o Heuristic training, where the trainee masters a common body of heuristic mles
that help her narrows down possible software faults.
We will provide BAHM with a variety of measures for assessing different aspects of
competence. Specifically, BAHM would address the following measures of
competence or achievement:
o average time to troubleshoot
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o accuracy in troubleshooting, i.e. how many faults have been identified in a set of
exercises referring to the documented procedure
o Economy of strategy which reflects the number of information sources consulted
in order to identify a device fault. Redundant checks, for instance, could indicate
troubleshooting strategies which take more time to implement.
o Errors of omission and commission in exercises which present trainees with a
“grey” fault symptom compatible with more than one fault.
o Recoveiy of en-ors coimitted earlier on in the leaming sequence. This is an
important aspect of competence in complex devices where en-ors in
troubleshooting are bouixd to occur.
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5.5 Modeling the Knowledge Domain
The main components of the domain are content objects (the actual content the student
sees), topics (e.g. connection-oriented service), concepts (keywords that appear
throughout tlie course, e.g. “PBX6”, “ICCP7”), and test questions.
5.5.1 Content objects
The smallest unit of instwctional material in the domain is the Content Object (CO). In
the current implementation of the BAHM, content objects are pieces of HTML ami ASP
pages, projects, and video help that are connected together to make a coherent
presentation. There is no restriction to these media types; simulations, and flash
presentation. Each content object lias basic information which is aiways presented to a
student. However, this information can be adapted, allowing students to see differing
views ofthe course material. Other “features” of content objects are necessaiy in order to
reason about the objects. The features for this BAHM courses are given in table 5.3 and
describe the kind of content the object contains. The system uses these features to reason
about the content without having to understand explicitly the meaning of the content.
Table 5-l features ofthe BAHM system
Features Values
Media types {Graphics, Video animation, interactive multimedia}
Instmctional type {Explanation, Example, Description, Definition}
Abstractness {Abstract, Concrete}
Graphic objects.
The basic information associated with each graphic object is the file name containing the
picture to be displayed.
6 Prjvate branch exchange, a private telephone network used within an enterprise.
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Tert objects.
A text object’s main component is the text itself. A une of text can have subtext, which is
one level in, and next text, which is on the same level.
Multimedia objects:
A multimedia object contains two parts: Video animation, and interactive multimedia. The
video animation object is the file narne containing the movies to be played. And
interactive multimedia object again is a file name that can be called inside the ASP.Net
page. Each one of these objects concems a specific topic to be taught or to be tested.
5.5.2 Topics
The Iargcst unit of instruction in the domain is the topic. We are using a standard semantic
network to represent topics and relationships wherc labels on links include prerequisite,
co-requisite, and related. This sernantic network allows the topics to be linked together in
a non-liner fashion (figure 5.4).
figure 5.4 Link-type ofthe Content Objects
Intel® Converged Communications Platform, standard-based building blocks for converged network interfaces and voice
processing.
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furthermore, topics can have subtopics, which are, themselves topics. Thus the structure
is recursive, and the topic tree can be quite deep (figure 5.5).
The connection between the BAHM system and the user modeling component is
based on indexing any kind of information resources in the system. Here is an example to
make it clearer.
Example: Concept Objects (CO) in the BAHM are, for exampie, iccp, FBX TeleVantage8,
standalone installation, MS Exchange configuration, etc. (See appendix 3)
Each topic lias as many as three constituent parts: (1) the beginning material to
teach (bejbre-objects), (2) the subtopics, and (3) the ending materiai to teach (afier
objects). Eacli of these parts does flot have to be present for each topic. For instance,
topics are flot required to have subtopics. The beginning material and the ending material
consist of content objects (figure 5.5).
Topic A
Before-Objects} Topic B Topic C {Mter-Objects}
{Before-Objects} { } After-Objects}
{Before-Objects} {Topic D} {After-Objects}
{BeforeObjects} { } { }
Figure 5.5 Topic structure
When presenting a topic, flrst the beginning materiai is taught, the subtopics are
recursively taught in order, and finally the after-material is presented (this amounts to an
in-order traversai of the topic tree). This topic structure was chosen to enable a course
$ TeleVantage is the feature-rich, software-based phone system that combines the power of the desktop
computer with the most advanced communications technology available.
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constructor to have an introductory material and sunrniary material surrounding a number
of subtopics. It also allows a guaranteed page break, since when constmcting pages, the
planner will flot put both beginning material and ending material on the same page. In
fact, wc put a partial order on the set of COs to represent learning dependencies. C01 <
C02 denotes the fact that C01 lias to be leamed before C02, because understanding C01 is
a prerequisite for understanding CO 2•
For example, to understand the CO “installation with televantage “, it is neccssary
to know about the COs “adding user to a domain” and ‘coiflguring Hie liS otttlook”,
thus:
Conflgure_outlook < adding user domain < install_withtelevantage
C.O: Knowledge Node
E.E: Exercises and Examples
H.M.E: Helps and Multimedia Envimnment
Figure 5.6 Tree ofthe knowledge NoUes
5.5.3 Concepts
The basic content objects that are part ofthe beginning and ending material for a topic are
aiways given to each student. We cail these anchor content objects. However, these
objects can be augmented, thus allowing for some dynamic content generation.
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This augmentation cornes in the fonri of concepts. A concept is a collection of
related content objects. Some example concepts in the Excendia are, frontDesk,
TeleCalendar, and HelpDesk. The idea of a concept is used since the same word or phrase
may appear at many places in a course. However, these words and phrases may not have
entire topics dedicated to their explanations, and sorne students may flot luiow what those
words mean. Therefore, we wanted a way of defining these words and phrases so that at
the different tirnes they appear, the planner can decide whether to teach that phrase, and if
so, how well to present the information. When a given content object is being evaluated
for use, some decisions about that object need to be made. The content object itself may
have sorne stretch-text or sorne additional information. Our domain construction allows
for this recursive adaptation of content objects. This recursive adaptation, however, may
change the “level of difficulty” of the object, either making it harder by including more
cornplicated concepts, or making it casier by explaining some concepts. A content object
that in its base form may be too hard may get casier after it is adaptively planned.
However, we are currently flot considering the change in this possible effect on the level
of difficulty. By using concepts, we can do more sophisticatcd adaptive content than
simply hiding or showing certain pieces of information.
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5.5.4 Test questions
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Tests are provided as a way for students to seif-regulate their leaming, as well to provide
the planner with the most accurate reflection of student knowledge. Tests are given when
a topic is completed or whenever a student decides to take one on her own accord.
BAHM courses can have two types of questions: doing the task inside the virtual
environment and multiple choice questions. In fact, student will be asked to do the action
to pass the test.
Associated with cadi question are concepts and/or topics on whici the question is
testing as well as a “level of difflculty”. The instmctor determines the level of difficulty
for the questions at authoring time.
In Figure 5.8, you may sec a test sampic of level of difficulty O. User is asked to
create a mailbox for thc MS Exchange server.
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5.6 Modelïng the student in BAHM
In this part, we discuss the student mode! in BAHM, including what is represented in the
mode!, how the mode! is used to personalize the interactions with the sttident, and how the
model is updated based on student actions.
5.6.1 What is represented in the student model
The planner records information about the student’s knowledge on both, topics and
concepts, as welI as the student’s preferences for showing supplemental objects. The
mode! of student’s knowledge is a variation of an overlay model [Carr, Goldstein 1977];
recording which topics and concepts the student knows and does flot know. The model of
preferences records items the student desires to sec and those that she does flot.
In BAHM the knowlcdge of a user is rnodcled as a knowledge vcctor (KV). Each
component of the vector is conditional, describing that a user U bas knowledge about a
topic KN, on the base of ail observations E the system bas abotit U:
for example, user Alex bas knowledge about MS Exchange, ICCP and these facts wilI
be considered by the system as a vector.
Definition (Knowledge Vector) KV:
KV(U)=(P(KN1IE),P(KN7IE)... P(KNE))
Wherc KN i... KN,, are the know!edge items of the application domain and E denotes the
evidence the system monitors about U’s work with the system. Observations about the
students work with the system are stored in database.
5.6.1.1 Topics
In order to suggest topics for students or to pick a topic for the student to study, the
planner must track and record ber performance on the topics she studies.
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While interacting with a BAHM course, students gain knowledge about topics by
reading the topic material, watching the video animation of the action to be leamed, or
doing the action reiated to that specific topic in the virtual environment. The students
dernonstrate their imowiedge by answering the tests on those topics. Therefore, we need to
record both how students study and how they perforrn on the test. We then need to
synthesize this information into ajudgment ofthe student’s knowÏedge ofthose topics.
To do this, the planner records four scores on each topic.
o Studied: records how much time student lias spent reading, or doing the topic
material, or action related to that topic.
o Tested: records the test performance
— which questions wcre correct and which
ones were incorrect.
o Reviewed: considers if the topic has been studied more than once.
o Leamed: a combination ofthe other three. It records liow well the topic is lcamed.
Ibis leamed score is used to detenriine if a student need to review a topic, and it
is also provided to the student in the tree view which is available on the left side
ofscreen so that she can track lier progress (ieft panel in figure 5.8).
The planner computes one other score on topics, the ready score. Ihis score
indicates how ready a student is to study each topic. It is computed based on the learned
scores of ail the pre-topics of the present topic.
5.6.1.2 Concepts
Students interact with concepts much in the same way as they interact with topics. Ihey
read the information or watch the animation or do the action related to each concept and
then answer the tests about the concept. We therefore, need a method to judge the
student’s knowledge on a concept.
In order to do this, the planner records a mastered value for the concept on cadi
level of difficuity in the domain. With this, tic planner can reason about the probabiiity
that the student lias mastered the concept at a specific level of difficulty. These individuai
probabilities give the planner more fine grained infonnation that ailows it to make more
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informed decisions. We discuss about how the planner uses these level of difficulty
probabilities to select the most appropriate content for the user in section 5.6.2.2.1.
5.6.1.3 Student performances
Since one of the bases for adapting the presentation is the student’s preferences, we must
store these in the student model. b do this, we record the features whicli student prefer by
asking ber the questions and giving her the options to choose. We also record information
about the current topic, the current concept, the tests the student lias passed, how rnany
tirnes the concept bas been presented, etc. this gives us a snapshot ofthe student’s leaming
at the time she decides to sec or bide an objcct. The BAHM also may not hide the object,
but it makes the object dynamic
— whicli makes the object adaptive to individual user.
These additional properties may be useful in teaming pattems about the user’s behavior.
Student performance observation is expressed with four grades — the grades of
knowledge acquired by the student.
A student can have
o “experts knowledge” on a CO rating E: excellent,
o “advanced knowledge’ rating A: with some difficulties but mainly excellent,
o “beginner’s knowledge” rating B: with many difficulties
- seems flot to master the
concept, or topic,
o “Novice’s knowledge” rating N: not ready for this concept/topic yet.
which we have assigned a valtie cadi. Thus, the COs are, on tic one hand, concepts
describing the application domain of the topics, on the other hand, they are random
variables with the four discrete values E, A, B and N, coding knowledge grades. The
evidence we obtain about the students work with tic system changes in tirne. Normally,
the student’s knowledge increases while working with the system, although lack of
knowledge is equally taken as evidence. Since every kind of observation about a student is
coltected as evidence, tic knowledge vector gives
— at cadi moment
— a snapshot of the
student’s current knowledge.
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5.6.1.4 Other sorts of knowledge in the student mode!
We do flot agree with John Self who daims that the student model should flot collect more
data than the tutoring component can use [Self, 1990]. We take the opposite approach: the
student model in BAHM collects everything it can, even if it is flot necessarily used by
instmctional component.
Our reason for collecting a lot of information is that mnning studies with human
users is extremely time consuming and expensive and it can be very difficuit to find a
group of suitable users. In addition, at the time when we mn the user study, we may flot
have planned ail ofthe reasoning about the apprentice the instntctional component can do.
Therefore, whule we have a group of users using the system, we wilI gather as rnush
information about them as we can. We can then use this actual user data to improve the
instnictional component and cause it to be adaptive to even more student behavior
characteristics than currently possible. We also keep a record of each test taken and each
answer given (score acquired). This information is actually used in the BAHM, as
questions that have been answered correctly are flot given to the student again.
5.6.2 Using the student model
In this section, we discuss how the student moUd is used to make decisions in the BAHM
system. The mode! is used for four main tasks: adaptive navigation (i.e. curriculum
sequencing), adaptive content presentation, adaptive testing, and creating the dynamic
links.
5.6.2.1 Adaptive navigation
In adaptive hypermedia systems with non-linear paths through the domain, students mn
into the “lost in hyperspace” problem. Students are flot sure which paths they should
follow, and when they follow a path, they are not sure how to find their way back to the
beginning. Adaptive navigation techniques help solves these problems.
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In BAHM courses, students might need heÏp, determining a good sequence in which
to study topics. In this section, we discuss the solutions to this problem in the BAHM
system. The student can either let the planner choose the next topic to study or she can
choose it herseif. If the latter option is cliosen, the planner provides the student with
information advice on good paths through the curriculum.
5.6.2.1.1 RuÏes for inoving to ci new activity
When the student reaches the end of a topic, and she uses the “Next” button, the planner
must determine the next material for the student to sec. This material may either be a
survey, a test, or a new topic.
In order to ensure that the student answcrs our surveys, the planner first checks if it
is the time to give a survey (haif of the topics have been secn or the course is complete),
and if so, the survey is given. If it is flot time for a survey, but the student has scen too
many topics without taking a test, then a test is presented. We have chosen to give a test at
this tirne so that the student does flot sec too rnany topics before a test is resefltcd,
therefore be more susceptible to information overload.
If neither of these conditions is truc, then the planner must decide on the next
student interaction. The algorithrn to pick the next topic is designed to keep the studeflt’s
momentum through the curriculum. The planner first looks for a topic to review, and then
looks for a new topic that is rcady to teach. It will flot choose a topic that was tauglit since
the last test, since testing gives the most evidence of mastery and a topic should be re
taught until a test has been given.
Topics designed for repetition have a higher pnority over new topics to study. The
reason for this is that studeflts should understand basic material before going on to later
topics. Also, at some point, these topics will need to be reviewed, and we feel they should
be reviewed as soon as possible.
b find a topic that needs review, tlie planner perfonns a breath first search from
the last topic taught, searching both forward and backward from that topic. A topic needs
review if 1) it lias been studied once before and 2) it has flot been mastered. If such a topic
is found through this search, it is taught to the student. However, if a topic is chosen for
repetition, it is possible that a remedial topic will be taught first before repeating the topic.
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In this case, simply reading the same text, seeing the same graphics or doing thc same
action in the virtual environment again will most likely not resuit in success.
If no topics need review, the planner uses a similar breath first search from the last
topic taught to search for a topic that is ready to teach. If such a topic is found, that topic’s
root ancestor is taught. The reason to teach the ancestor along with the topic itself is to
give the chosen topic context in the topic structure.
If no topic is found through either of these searches, the planner will go up to the
parent of the last topic taught and attempt the searches again. Stili if no topic is found and
a test lias flot just becn given, the planner will give a test. Ihis condition arises if a topic is
tauglit, but is flot rnastered through studying, no topic itseÏfwitl need review and no topics
arc enabled. After the test is givefi, either the topic itself vill need review, or another topic
may be found that can be taught. If a test bas just been given and no topic in the graph can
be found, then any topic that needs review is taught [Cmi, Valdeni,de Lima, 2002]. If
there are no topics to review, a ready topic is found.
If the student decides to choose the next topic, the planner presents the topic net to
ber, annotated with suggestions from the planner. The student is informed of which topics
have been mastered, which topics should be repeated, and which topics she is ready to
start. for each of these topics, the student is given both the “ready” score and the
“Ieamed” scores which the planner bas calculated, as a guide for choosing her next topic
(table 52).
This is sirnilar to the adaptive annotation technique used in ELM-ART
[Bnisilovsky, Schwarz, Weber, 1996].
Table 5-2 Sample ofStudent Ranking
Node Link type Threshold Student I Student 2 Student
Needed 3
A Prerequisite 0,8 0,75 0,81 0,30
B Prerequisite 0,8 0,99 0,85 0,50
C Related 0,5 0,99 0,51 0,90
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5.6.2.1.2 Computing “ready” scores
In the previous section, we discussed in general when the planner needs to pick a new
topic for the student to teach. In this section, we give the specific algorithm the planner
uses. Essentially, the planner must determine which topics are “ready” to be taught. A
topic’s “ready” score is based on the “leamed” scores of both its pre-topics’ and its
ancestors’ pre-topics. The “leamed” scores on the pre-topics are important when
considering what new topics to present. In order to start a new topic, a student should
show sufficient knowledge of its prerequisite material. Most systems require mastery of
ail prerequisite material before the student cari proceed to new topics. Another way of
stating this criterion is that the mastery values on ail prerequisite topics must be above a
certain threshoÏd. However, in BAHM. we do flot necessarily impose a strict threshold on
the grades needed on each related topic. Consider a topic which is connected to three pre
topics (A, B and C) and three different students’ topic ratings on these three pre-topics
(Table 5.2).
If strict threshold such as those shown in table 5.2 are used, then student I would
flot be qualified to start the new topic, but student 2 would be. However, it is flot clear that
student 2 is any more qualifled than student 1 to start the next topic. Therefore, we
decided flot to use strict threshold, but rather to use a more flexible method for
determining a “ready” rating for a topic.
Each topic’s “leamed” score is used to determine the weight on the link between
that topic and others in the semantic network. The link weights take into account the link
type because for each different iink type, the level of rnastery needed to move on in the
curriculum may flot be the same. for instance, a student shouid demonstrate more
knowledge on a strict prerequisite than on just a related topic. Therefore, the thresholds
required on different link types are different.
We have constructed rules that adjust the link weights to take into consideration the
iink types, as shown in table 5.3. The weights are adjusted based on how close the
“leamed” score is to the threshold. If the pre-topic’s “leamed” score is above the
threshold, the adjusted link value is 1. After the conversions, the weights range from O to
1, inclusive. By using these kinds of scaling rules, we give more weight to different kinds
of relationships. The rernedial topic mies are used only if the remedial topics have in fact
been taught.
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Table 5-3 Link update rules
Link type Threshold Leamed value within x Updatcd link value
of threshold
Prerequisite 0,8 -0,10 0,8
-0,30 0,6
-0,50 0,4
-0,70 0,2
Related 0,5 -0,10 0,7
-0,25 0,4
-0,35 0,2
Co-requisite 0,65 -0,10 0,8
-0,30 0,5
-0,50 0,2
Remedial 0,8 -0,10 0,8
-0,35 0,5
-0,60 0,2
Once the weights of links are deterrnined, we must then compute the ranking on the
topic. Ibis can simply be done by taking an average of the adjusted link weights of the
pre-topics of the topic in question.
for example, consider a topic that is linked to topics A, B and C, and consider the
values for three students on these topics (Table 5.2). Student 1 is very close to the
threshold for topic A and over the threshold for topics B and C. Student 2 is over the
threshold for all three topics, and student 3 is under the threshold for topics A and B and
over it for topic C. As we would expect, using the mies in Table 5.3, student 2 bas the
highest ranldng (1 (LO+1.1O)/3) followed by student 1 (0,933 (8+1.1)/3), and finally
student 3 (0,667 = (O4±O.6±1.O)/3)
5.6.2.2 Adaptive content presentation
As we have said, the main interaction that students have with BAHM courses is by doing
the appropriate action inside the virtual environment which, is presented to the student
adaptively. However, each presentation (Virtual action to be donc) must be created
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dynarnically since flot ail students will need or want to see the same materiai. One popular
technique used for the adaptation of material is to have a set page with places indicated
where material or dynamic environment can either be added or omitted, either through
variants [fink, Kobsa, Nui, 199$] or through stretchtext [Boyle, Encamacion, 199$].
However, using this technique can iead to either very short pages or vcry long ones. The
former is flot appropriate since it can Iead to frustration at having to tum the page
frequently and Jack of cohesiveness of the presentation. Ihe latter is flot appropriate since
it can lead to information overload and from the point view of design, users shottld flot be
forced to scroli down or up to sec ail the material inside a web page.
Therefore, BAHM dynarnically detcrmines how much extra material will be shown.
furthermorc, we want to create the pages which contain the interactive multimedia
environments dynamically as they are requested, i.e. we do not want to design ail the
pages for an entire topic at the beginning of the topic. We want the actions a student
perforrns early in a topic presentation to affect the creation of the pages that will be shown
later. For example, if a student on the first page of a topic asks to sec a lot of material that
would noniiaÏly corne later, we want to avoid showing the sarne material at that later time.
5.6.2.2.1 first phase
— stttdent knowledge
The strategy of the planner us to give supplemental materiai that is neither too hard nor too
easy for the student. Therefore, the pianner must have a method for evaluating content
objects for this purpose.
Supplemental content objects have a “Level of difficulty” ranging from O to 3
(corresponding to easiest, easy, medium, and hard), which describes how hard they are to
understand. This level of difficulty measurement is important to enable the content to be
adapted based on the student’s knowledge.
When deciding what supplemental content objects are at the correct level of
difficulty, the planner must reason about the student’s knowledge of the concept. Each
concept has four different masteiy values, one for each level of difficulty. These mastery
values are deterrnined by a pre-test. Thus students with different abilities start the course
with different a priori rnastery values.
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To decide which content objects are at the correct level of difficulty, the planner
simply detennines the highest level of difficulty the student lias rnastered. A level of
difficulty is said to lie mastered if its mastery value is greater than 0,85 (on a O to 1 scale).
The planner then chooses those content objects that are one level of difficulty higher than
the student’s highest rnastered level of difficulty. 0f course, if the sttident has flot
rnastered level 0, then level O is chosen as the correct level of difficulty. Also, if level 3 is
mastered, then no additional objects need to be shown, since the concept is mastered.
5.6.22.2 Second phase
— student ‘s prefrrences
The second phase of the decision making involves selecting content objects that the
student will want. As we talked about KoIb’s theory, one of our goals is to be able to
generate a presentation that is satisfactory to the student in tenns of her leaming styles and
preferences. However, in order to do this, the system needs to leam what those leaming
styles and preferences are.
Each content object bas a set of features (sec table 5.4). The planner classifies each
object that could be presented to the stttdent based on these features. The first three
features in table 5.4 describe basic characteristics of objects as defined by the author. The
fourth attribute, Placeinlopic, identifies if the object is in the BeforeContent0bjects or the
AfterContent0bjects of the topic. Wc have included this attribute since students have
different leaming styles, and may want certain kinds of objccts at the beginning of a topic
prcsented differently than those they would want at the end of a topic. for example, some
students like abstract explanations given first, followed by concrete video animation
example, whule others like examples followed by explanations. Ibis PlacclnTopic
attribute can help the planner better design the order of presentation within a topic. The
fifth attnbute is similar to PlacclnTopic, but it considers how many times the concept bas
been presented with respect to the total number of times it could be prescnted in an entire
course. This attribute also belps determine if the user bas presentation ordering
preferences.
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Table 5-4 features in BAHM system
features Values
Media types {Graphics, Video animation, Interactive multirnedia}
Instmctional type {Explanation, Example, Description, Defïnition}
Abstractness {Abstract, Concrete}
Place in topic {Beginning, End}
Place in concept {Beginning, Middle, End}
Wanted {Yes, No}
The last attribute, wanted, describes whether the object itself was wanted by the student.
Ibis can be determined by observing the student’s reaction to having the object prcsented
or flot presented. If the object was presented and was not hidden by the student, or if the
object was not initially prcsented but was requested, then the object is considered wanted.
An object is flot wanted if it was presented to the student and hidden, or if the link to the
object was flot used.
Ihe planner “leams” a student’s preferences by observing student actions and
appÏying machine leaming to the task of interpreting those actions. A Naïve Bayes
Classifier is relevant to problems where each instance x can be described by a
combination of attribute values and where the target ftinction f(x) can take on any value
from a finite set V. When a ncw occurrence is obtainable a value for the target function
can be calculated based on the training instance. The machine leaner choose the value for
the target function that has the highest probability, based on the training set.
The attnbute of the Naïve Bayes Classifier is as <u1 ...
UNB = argmax F(u) H F(a1Iu) (5.1)
UjCV
(See the example on page 82).
A Naïve Bayes Classifier is the chosen leaming method because it is fast (i.e. can work
well in real time) and bas been proven to be very accurate for user modeling tasks
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[Bilisus, Pazzani, 1997]. It also works wcll with little data, which is a consideration with a
user modeling application. We want the machine leamer to 5e able to start leaming about
the student after very few interactions. Since the goal of the adaptive content is to provide
a presentation that does not require any changes by the student, the Naïve Bayes Classifier
is used to predict if an object wiil be wanted or not, based on the other features of that
object. Those objects that are predicted to be wanted wiil be shown to the user, while the
others xviii flot be shown. In order to determine which content objects to show, the planner
first groups ah content objects at the correct level of difficulty, as described in the last
section, with the same features into a feature class. If these objects are shown, they will be
shown as a group, in order to sirnplify the interface for the student. Using this grouping
technique, the student does flot have to ask, for exainpie, to sec ail abstract picturc
examples at ievel ofdifficulty to find the one he wants. Afler this grouping had been done,
the planner examines each content object in question, and uses the Naïve Bayes Classifier
to predict if the object xviii be wanted. The Naïve Bayes Classifier works by essentially
comparing the features of the current content object in question to features of content
objects in its instance space (sec table 5.5). The instance space consists of content objects
that, in the past, were either wanted or flot wanted by the student.
In BAHM, we use the Naïve Bayes Classifier as foliows. If we have an object that
bas features:
<Media T’pe video animation, Instruction T)pe = Definition, Abstractness = C’oncrete,
PtacelnTopic begining, Flacein Concept MiddÏe>
Then we wouid consider which one ofthe foilowing two formulas is greater:
F(Wanted = yes) x F(MediaT)pe Video Animation( Wanted = i’es) x
F(InstrztctionTjpe
= Definitionl Wanted yes) x
F(Abstractness Concrete Wanted = yes) x (5.2)
P(FlacelnTopic = Bejore Wanted yes) x
F(FlacelnConcept = MiddÏe Wanted yes)
F(Wanted no) x F(Medial)’pe = Video Animationl Wanted = no) x
F(InstructionT)pe = Definitionl Wanted = no) x
F(Abstractness Concrete Wanted = no) x (5.3)
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P(Flacelnlopic Before I Wanted no) x
F(FÏacelnConcept = MiddÏe Wanted = no)
Each of these individual probabilities can be calculated very easiiy. Ihe probability
that an object is wanted is the ratio of the objects that were wanted to ail objects in the
instance space.
In order to calculate the conditional probabiiities, we must break the instances into
two sets: those with wanted yes and those with wanted no. For equatioti 5.2, we count
how many items in the set wanted yes also have the attribute value in question. For
example, P (MT Video Animation W y) is the number of tirnes that of ail wanted
objects; the object was a Video Animation object. For equation 5.3 we count how many
items in the set wanted no have the attribute value in question. Thus, P (MT Video
Animation W = n) is the number of times that objects that were flot wanted were Video
Animation objects. Thïs count must be donc for each of the attribute values in the
candidate object. By using these measures, we can judge how important each attribute is
to the student, and also how the combination of features represents the student’s
preferences. The planner can then choose objects whose attribute set is most preferable to
the student.
Even if the user model is tumed off, these predictions are made and recorded. In
this case, the classifier is asked b predict which objects will be wanted or not wanted.
However, when there is no user modei, these predictions are flot used to alter the
presentation. These predictions are only recorded so we can detennine how accurate the
classifier is. If the classifier predicts an object would be wanted and the student eiccts to
show that object, this is considered an accurate prediction. Thus even without a user
model, when student cxphcitly changes the presentation, we can judge the accuracy of the
classifier.
Pracfical Example:
Lct’s consider a student whose instance spaces is as seen in Table 5.5
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Table 5-5 A sample instance space
Instructional Media Type Place in Place in Abstractness Wanted
Type Topic Concept
Example Text Beginning Beginning Abstract Yes
Definition Text Beginning End Concrete Yes
Definition Text End End Concrete Yes
Description Text Beginning Beginning Concrete Yes
Explanation Animation Beginning Middle Abstract Yes
Definition Text End Middle Abstract No
Description Animation End Middle Abstract No
Explanation Animation md End Abstract No
Example Animation Beginning Beginning Concrete No
The student also bas the following rnastery levels on the concept switch:
level O = 0,62, level 1 = 0,46, level 2 = 0,33, level 3 0,1
While planning the next page, the system cornes across the text object that consists
of the phrase “a set of computers andlor switches connected by cornrnunication links.” In
this phrase, the word “switch” refers to the concept switch. Therefore, the system rnust
decide which content objects that are associated with that concept to include for the
student. The possible content object features are given in Table 5.6.
Table 5-6 Content objects in concept switch
Name Instruction Media Place in Place in Abstractness level of
Type Type topic concept Difflculty
Switcb I Explanation Animation Beginning Beginning Concrete O
Switch 2 Description Animation Beginning Beginning Abstract O
Switch 3 Explanation Animation Beginning Beginning Abstract
The flrst phase of the algorithm determines which content objects are at the correct level
of difficulty. Based on the algorithm given in section 5.6.2.2.1, the correct level of
difficulty is 0. Therefore, switch 3 can be elirninated, but both switch 1 and switch 2 are at
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the correct level of difficulty. The system then uses the Naïve Bayes Classifier to
determine if cither of those objccts is wanted.
Using the Naïve Bayes Classifier, the system must deterrnine if switch 1 will 5e wanted
by the student. Equation 5.4 (based on equation 5.2) is uscd for this purpose to determine
P(Switch 1 Wanted yes)
P( Wanted = yes) x PMedia Type Animation Wanted yes) x
F(InstructionTvpe = Explanation Wanted yes) x
P(Abstractness Concrete Wanted yes) .v (5.4)
f(Placelnlopic Beginning JVanted ‘i’es) x
P(Placeln Concept Beginning I Wanted yes)
Which numerically is:
5/9x 1/5x l/5x3/5x4/5x2/50,004266 (5.5)
Equation 5.6 (based on equation 5.3) is used to detcrrnine P(Switch 1 Wanted no)
P(Wanted = no) x P(MediaTipe Animation Wanted no) x
P(Instructionf)pe Explanation I Wanted no) x
P(Abstractness = Concrete Wanted = no) x (5.6)
F(FlacelnTopic = Beginning Wanted = no) x
P(PÏacelnConcept Beginning I Wanted = no)
Which numerically is:
4/9x314x 114x l/4x l/4x1/4=O,001302 (5.7)
Normalizing these values, we get F (Switch J Wanted = yes) = 0,766 and F (Switch J
Wanted = no) = 0,234. Therefore, Switch 1 would 5e shown. With sirnilar calculation, we
will get the result for Switch 2 as follows:
The probability that Switch 2 is wantcd is calculated using equation 5.8.
$0
F( Wanted = yes) x P(Instruction Type Description Wanted yes) X
F(Media Type = Animation I Wanted = yes) x
P(PlacelnTopic = Beginning I Wanted yes) x (5.8)
P(FÏacelnConcept Beginning Wanted = ;es) x
P(Abstractness Abstract I Wanted = yes)
Which nurnerically is:
5/9 x 1/5 x 1/5 x 4/5 x 2/5 x 2/5 0,002844 (5.9)
The probability that Switch 2 is flot wanted is calctilated using equation 5.10.
P(Wanted no) x P(Instruction Type = Descriotion Wanted no) x
P(Media Type Animation J Wanted no)x
P(PlacelnTopic = Beginning Wanted no) x (5.10)
P(PÏaceln Concept = Beginning Wanted = no) x
P(Abstractness Abstract I Wanted no)
Which nurnerically is:
4/9x 1/4x3/4x 1/4x 1/4x3/40,0039 (5.11)
F (Switch 2 Wanted i’es) = 0,421 and P (Switch 2 Wanted no) 0,579. Therefore,
Switch 2 would flot be shown.
5.6.2.3 The tests
In this section, we discuss how the tests are selected. We also discuss the type of feedback
the student receives after a test is given and graded.
As we have mentioned, tests are already generated with Flash MX, the planner
decides which test should be asked. Each test in the database is evaluated to see if it is
appropriate for the user at the specific time. The factors the planner takes into
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consideration are if the test is at the correct level of difficulty and if the test covers the
correct material. Ihe “correct” material may be the tests covering the topics and concepts
that are flot mastered as well as topics and concepts that shouid be mastered and shouid be
reviewed.
For choosing the test related to concepts, the planner must determine the highest
mastered level of difficulty. We use the technique given in the section 5.6.2.2.1 to
deteniiine the student’s highest mastered levet on a concept. Ihe planner then presents the
test that is one level higher than the highest mastered level. Two boundary conditions
must be considered. Ihe first is for students who have not mastered any levels. They are
given level O test.
The second is for students who have mastcred ail lcvels of the concept. Those
students are flot given any tests conceming this particular concept. However, for the post
test, we need a different technique. If we restrict the student to answering only questions
on a single level of difficulty, she has no chance of mastering the topic based on those
tests alone. This is thc case since our test score updating technique requires many tests to
be donc correctly before mastery is reached. Unless there are an cxtrcmely large number
of questions at a given level of difficulty, which is usually flot the case, she xviii flot be
able to rcach mastery without sceing tests at other levels of difficuity. As a rcsult, the
student would 5e forccd to revicw the topic, even if she knows ail the material. Thus we
need a different method for testing students on topics.
The mcthod we have chosen is to present the tests that are at leveis of difflculty
greater than the student’s rnastery icvel on the topic. This requires a way for the planner to
map a studcnt’s mastery value to a ievei ofdifficulty. The mapping is given in table 5.7.
Table 5-7 Mapping between rnastered value and level ofdifficulty
Mastcred value Level of difficulty
Greatcr than 0,8 4
O,6X<O,8 3
O,4X<O,6 2
0,2X<0,4 1
Xlessthan0,2 O
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As a general mie, when picking tests on concepts and post-tests that arc flot
mastercd, the planner does flot give tests that have already been answered correctiy. The
planner may elect to do some review work on topics on which the student has done welI.
If the test score on a topic is above a certain threshold, the planner then looks at how long
it lias been since the topic had been part of the test. If the tirne lias been sufficiently long,
then the topic is tested. The tirne variable is a function of the topic’s score: tlie higher the
score, the longer tirne interval allowed. The reason for this is that if tlie score on the topic
is very high, there is a good chance the student knows the material and will thus need less
frequent rerninders. When testing on a topic that bas a higli score, the planner tries to
choose the test that is harder than those askcd in the past. If none cxist, thosc tests that
have flot been asked for the longest period of tirne are chosen.
After a saident takes a test, she is told which part she answered incorrectly.
However, she is flot told the correct answer. Rather, she is instructed to recover the
associatcd rnatcrial. The incorrect tests wifl then be presented to the student in future tests.
5.6.3 Updating the student model
In this section, we discuss how the student model is updated based on the student’s
interactions with the planner. We discuss the grading of concepts and topics as well as the
recording of saident’s preferences.
5.6.3.1 Timing information
We are considering timing information for grading both concepts and topics. Thercfore,
we need a way to judge how much time the student bas spent on a page, and even more
fine grained, how much time she bas spent on each content object on the page. As a resuit,
when each page is shown, we need a method to aiiocate the time that the page was visible
to the components ofthat page.
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Each content object takes up a certain number of unes on the screen. We can
therefore allocate a “time per hue” by diving the total time the page is showing by the
total number of lines on the screen, calculated by summing the unes of all the content
objects. Each object can then be allocated the time per une rnultiplied by the number of
lines of the object. However, this technique only works for the static pages, i.e. those
whose content does not change. Consider the case when an object is asked to be shown 10
second after the page is initially shown. Now how should the time be allocated?
b solve this problem, we consider the tirne between page events, where events
including showing or hiding an object and leaving the page. When an event occurs, we
divide the tirne since the last event evenly amongst the unes on the screen. for objccts that
remain on the screcn whcn cvcnts occur, tvc sum the time per une allocation over those
multiple events.
For example, say object A is 2 unes long and is initially the only object shown on a
page. After 10 second, object B is shown, which is 5 unes long. At this point, object A
gets a time value of (b Sec171 )x 2 unes. Now after another 10 seconds, object B is hidden.
At this point, object A gets (10 Sec / 7Iines) x 2 hues amount oftime added to its total, while B
gets (10 Sec / 7ljnes) x 5 hues arnount oftimc. After another 10 seconds, the student moves to
the next page, and A gets another (lO Sec / 2Iines) x 2 tilles worth of time. In sum, A bas
22,857 seconds worth of time and B bas 7,143 seconds worth oftime.
5.6.3.2 Concepts
As we have indicated, each concept has a score for each level of difficulty. This score
reflects the probability that the student bas mastered that level of difficulty. After the
student secs a content object that belongs to a concept or answers a test conceming a
concept, that concept’s mastered values must be updated. We discuss the updates after a
content obj cet is seen and then we discuss the updates after a test is given. With both
updating, we use regression cquations, a technique similar to that uscd by Shute [Shute
1995] for updating a concept’s grade.
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5.6.3.3 Content objects
We only update a student’s grades for content objects that are seen. The reason for this is
we do flot want to penalize students for not seeing the objects the pianner predicts that
they wiil not want to see. In addition, the student does not gain any knowledge from not
seeing materiai. The concept grading occurs when eithcr (1) as soon as an object that was
seen is hidden or (2) when the page changes. In the latter case, we observe which content
objects are being viewed on the page just left, and update their related concepts. The page
can be cither a courseware content page (as the student is reading) or a glossary page.
Every mastery level is updated for each content object scen. For example, say a
student secs a text object of level of difflculty 2. This affects the probability that cadi
level of difficulty is rnastered. Specially, there is considerably more evidence that the
student has rnastered levels of difficulty O and 1, some evidence that level of difficulty 2 is
mastered, btit littie evidence that level of difficulty 3 is rnastered. Thus, ail four levcis of
difficulty values are updated.
We use regression equations to determine how the grades should be updated. Each
regression equation determines a new value for the probability that the level is rnastercd,
based on the old value. furtherrnore, each equation is responsible for calculating new
values for a single level of difficulty and for a single event. For example, to update the
student’s level O mastery, we need equations that represent if a level O object was seen, a
level 1 object was seen, etc. Thus for each level to update, we need 4 equations (there are
four levels of difficulty),
There are 4 equations to determine the level O mastery, 4 equations to dcterrnine the
level 1 rnastery, and so on, for a total of 16 equations. However, this total of 16 equations
does not take into consideration how much time the student bas spent studying a content
object. for simplicity, we use a binning method to record the amount of time spent, as
using the real number values would prove too cumbersome for regression equations. We
have decided on three bins: too littie, average, and too much. Therefore, we actually use
48 equations, 16 for too littie time, 16 for average time, and 16 for too much time. The
time value used is simply how much time the user viewed the object this time; it is not a
total of all time ever spent viewing the object. These regression graphs can be found in
appendix A.
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The general idea for updating concept grades based upon which content objects are
viewed is as follows:
o To update the mastery score for level of difficulty x when seeing an object of
level of difficulty x, increase the score more when the optimal time is spent on
the object and increase the score less when the object is seen for too littie or too
mucli time.
o To update the level ofdifficulty x mastery score when seeing an object oflevel of
difficulty < x, decrease the score for an object seen for not enough time, more for
an object seen for optimal time, and even more for an object seen for too much
time.
The reason for the first rule is that if the student secs something harder than what
she lias rnastercd, she should be rewarded for that. The reasoning for the second nue is
that if the student secs sornething casier than what she has mastered, the planner has
rnisjudged her knowledge. Howcver, if she only bricfly looks at the object, she should flot
be penalized the same as if she had to study the object for a longer time.
5.6.3.4 Tests
Just as witli content objects, we can adjust a studcnt’s mastered probabilities after the
tests. Both questions the student has answered correctly and the ones she has answered
incorrectly are used to tipdate the values.
However, unlike with studying content objects, cadi level of difficulty does not
necessariÏy need to be updated. for example, if the student answers correctly a question of
a level of difficulty O, this gives no evidence about her knowledge of materiai of level of
difficulty 3. However, if she gets a question correct at level of difficulty 2, that does imply
something about ber level O knowledge. Furthermore, the larger the difference between
the level of the correct question and the mastery level to be updated, the more that masteiy
is increased. The reason for this mie is that getting a level 3 question correct is much
harder than getting a level O question correct, and thus provides more evidence that level O
is Ieamed.
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In similar vein, if a student gets a level 3 question incorrect, that does flot imply
anything about lier knowledge below that level. However, if she gcts a level O question
incorrect, her knowledge of levels above that level should be adjusted. Just as with correct
questions, the larger the difference between the incorrect question’s level and the level to
be updated, the larger the decrease in the mastery value. for example, a student who lias
mastered level 3 should flot 5e getting level O question wrong. However, a student who
lias rnastered only level 1 bas a rnuch higher probability of getting a level O question
wrong, and thus should not be penalized as much as the level 3 student.
The general scheme for the test regression equations is:
o for a question answercd correctly at level x, update the rnastery values for levels
less than or equal to ï, with the lower the level recciving a larger increase.
o for a question answered incorrectly at level x, update the rnastery values for
levels greater than or equal to x, with the higlier levels receiving a larger decrease.
However, these rules do flot take into consideration that questions at the same level
of difficulty may actually 5e casier or harder to answer. for example, multiple-choice
questions at bd (level of difficulty) O should be casier to answer correctly than practical
questions — questions that should 5e donc inside the virtual environrnent. Thus, we need to
create regression equations which consider both levels of difficulty as well as question
type. So if we have only two types of questions, we would need a total of 40 equations9.
Since we restncted our user test to a domain with only 2 levels of difficulty, we
actually only needed 20 equations. These equations can be found in appendix A.
5.6.3.5 The way regression equations were obtained
We wanted to employ the help of domain experts in obtaining information on how to
update a concept’s grade. However, we did not feel comfortable asking experts to provide
us with regression equations, as this seemed too difficult a task. Rather, we had experts
2 question types x 4 levels ofdifficulty to update x 4 levels ofdifficulty right + 2 question types x 4 levels of difficulty to
update x 4 levels of difficulty wrong = 64. However, subtracting the equations that do flot need to be constructed, since no
evidence is given by those events (e.g. updating level 4 when getting a Ievel O question correct), we arrive at 40 equations.
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give us five points for the equation to be plotted. These points indicated what the new
mastery value should be after an event lias occurred, given the student’s current rnasteiy
value. for example, for 5 different pnor mastery values, we asked the expert to teli us the
student’s new mastery values wlien she has seen a level of difficulty 2 concept object for
the optimal time. Once these data points were obtained, we used curve fitting techniques
to determine the curve that best matched those points. We used polynomial regression
[Draper, Smith 19811 to determine the best polynomial. We tested 1, 2, and 3 degrce
polynomial and determined the error given by those polynomials compared to the original
5 points. The curve that had the best error was used for the regression equation.
Figure 5.9 shows two different regression equations for the points (0,1 0,5), (0,3 0,67),
(0,5 0.85), (0,7 0,93), and (0,9 0,99). Thc linear cquation bas an eor of 0.051381 whule
the degrce 2 equation has an error of only 0,017403.
1.1
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f igure 5.9 Example oftwo regression equations for the same points
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5.6.3.6 Student’s performances
In section 5.6.2.2.2, we discussed how the Naïve Bayes Classifier predicts whether an
object is wanted or flot. In this section, we discuss how the actual wanted values of
content objects are deterrnined.
When a student leaves a page either to see another page or to take a test, the planner
analyzes which supplemental content objects were shown and which were hidden. Objects
which were shown were either originally shown ami not hidden or originally hidden and
asked to be shown. Objects that were hidden either rernain hidden the wholc tirne or were
shown and then hidden by the user.
Those objects that arc shown arc considcrcd wantecl, whilc those that are hidden arc
considered not wcznted. The planner sets the wanted feattire value of the objects to Yes if
they were shown and to No if they were hidden. These objects arc then added to the
example space of the Naïve Bayes Classifier, thus increasing the size ofthe training set.
It should be noted that as soon as an object is asked to be shown, it is considercd
wantcd, and as soon as it is hidden, it is considered flot wanted. As a restiit, the same
object may be considered both wanted and not wanted.
We do not penalize the student for not viewing objects that are at the “wrong” level
of difficulty. Therefore, objects that are at a level of difficulty other than the one chosen
by the planner that were flot seen are not added to the feature. However, if the student
chooses to sec objects at a different level of difficulty, those objects are considered
wanted, and are therefore added to the example space with their wanted feature value set
to Yes.
it is important to note that the Naïve Bayes Classifier initially predicts the wanted
value, but it is not that prediction that is added to the example space. Rather, it is the
actual value of the student’s desire that is added to the example space. The classifier will
use this growing example space for future predictions.
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Chapter VI
6. Grading & Evaluation
In this chapter, we discuss the rnethod that we used for grading the students and
evaluating their performance.
6.1 Grading topics
We discuss how each topic is graded, based on direct evidence. Ihree factors are
important in determining the student’s rnastery ofa topic:
o How well the student pcrforms on tests on the topic
o How wcll it bas been studied
o How much the topic lias been reviewed
These three pieces of evidence are then combined to deteniiine how well a topic bas been
“leamed”.
6.2 Test performance
In intelligent tutoring systems, tests give a tutor the most direct information about the
student’s knowledge. for this reason, tests are included in BAHM and are considered the
rnost important piece of information the student model can obtain about the student.
Whcn grading a test, the test grades of the question’s associated topic and that
topic’s ancestors need to be updated. The ancestors are updated since a question on a
subtopic is clearly relevant to the grade on the ancestors ofthe subtopic.
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furtlierrnore, each question’s levcl of difficulty is taken into consideration. Clearly
answering correctly a harder question demonstrates a higher ability than answering
correctly an easier question. Sirnilarly, failing at a liarder question should not be as
damaging as failing at an easier question.
We are using a Bayesian updating formula to compute the student’s test grade,
since the grade is really a probability that the student knows the topic. The basic Bayes’
formula is:
F(AtB)P(B)
f(BjA) (6.1)
f(A)
In the above equation, P (A(B) is the probability of “A” knowing “B”. In BAHM terms,
the Bayesian formula can be written as:
P(question Correct I TopicMastered) P(Mastered)
P( Topicliastered qttestion Correct)
P(question Correct)
(6.2)
However, this equation is far too simple. In BAHM, we test the students by asking them to
do the actions inside a virtual environment, with multiple levels of difficulty, although we
have another type of questions — multiple choice — but they are few. Clearly getting a hard
test correct with many distracters should entail more reward than getting an easy test
correct. We therefore substitute F(qztestion Correct) in equation 6.2 with P(question of
type x of level of difficulty y correct). We do a sirnilar substitution for the conditional
probability in the nurnerator.
Doing this substitution, however, leads to too many probabilities that we need to
determine. We would need to decide the probability that a simple test of level O is correct,
the probability that a hard question of level I is correct. Deciding on the conditional
probabilities does flot seem to be an impossible task. However, the non-conditional
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probabilities are flot very straightforward. How does one decide the probability of a
question being correct, without any information about the student’s ability?
We need a better way of expressing equation 6.2. If we rewrite equation 6.2 using
an equivalent, we can bypass this problem. The new equation, equivalent to 6.2 is:
P(iVlastered I question Correct)
F(question Correct j MasteredP(Mastered
P(question Coi,-ect Mctstered)P(Mastered) + P(qttestionCorrect !Mcisterec/)P( !Mastered)
(6.3)
(Note: the symbol “!“ in the equation stands for negation)
As in equation 6.2, we replace any instance of “question correct” with “question type x of
level of difficulty y correct”.
Using equation 6.3, we would be required to determine $ probabilities (one each for
question type x level of difficulty x rnastered or not rnastered). However, this is stili too
rnany probabilities to “make up”.
We can simplify sorne of the problems (multiple choice questions) by considering
the P(correct j Not mastered) to be the guess factor, which is a function of the level of
difficulty and the number ofdistracters. Ibis can simply be expressed as:
__________________________
(6.4)
(number ofdistracters X loUfactoi)
for bd of 0, we are using 0,6 as the lodfactor, and for bd of 1, we are using a
lodfactor of 1 (experiential choice).
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As a resuit of equation 6.4, we now only need to create 4 probabilities — 1 probability fora
question being correct given the student has mastered the topic for each question type and
level of difficuity. The probabilities we are using are empirical and are as follows:
o F(muÏtiÏe choice bd O correct inastered) 0,95
o P(mtdtiple choice bd] correct mastered) 0,89
o P(Doing the action bd 0 correct j mastered] 0,9]
o P(Doing the action bd] correct inastered 0,85
These probabilities indicate the relative difficulty of each kind of test. We expect that
students xviii have a higher probabiiity of answering concctly an casy inubtinle choice
question as they xviii on hard “Doing the Action “questions.
We only need these equations and probabilities tables, since the probabiiity of
getting a question incorrect is simpiy I minus the probability of getting a question correct.
This holds for the conditional probabilities as weli. (e.g. P( multiple choice bd O incorrect
j mastered) 1 — F( iiiztÏtite choice bd O correct masterecO)
6.3 Study performance
The main interaction that students have with BAHM is through an interactive virtual
environrncnt. Therefore, we need a way to judge how much comprehensions the student
bas gained through these activities.
The lnterbook [Bmsiiovsky, Schwarz 1997], updates the student model by using
information about whcther a user reads a page or not. However, that system simpiy
records if a page lias been displayed, without considering if the page was in fact read. In
BAHM, we attempt to determine if a student understands the matenal that is dispiayed.
Because we have divided topics into various content objects, the problem
essentially becomes judging how sufficientiy those objects have been studied. We are
using both the time spent and the use of animation heip to judge if a content object is
sufficiently studied. In general, if a page’s associated animation is pÏayed, the student wili
gain more information than ifjust the text is read. However, there is stiil no indication that
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the student lias understood the information presented either in the text or in the video
movie.
If the vidco movie (or animation) lias not been played, then we need another way of
judging how well the material has been studied. One way to do so is to consider the time
spent on each content object. Spending too littie time or too rnuch tirne, reading through a
page or doing the actions inside the virtual environrnent implies that full comprehension
lias not been reached. However, these timing data can be extremely inaccurate and should
not be relied on heavily. For example, a student may leave tlie computer and not actually
look at the video or page. Thus, we cannot distinguisli a student who actually spends an
hour studying a page from a student who lias taken a break for an hour.
Whether the content is sufficicntly studied does flot warrant a yes or no answer;
rather the question is impacted by exactly how much time is spent studying tlie subtopic.
The studied rating on cadi topic ranges from O to 1. If the animation movie for a topic is
played, tien tic rating for that topic is tlie percentage of the movie that was played.
ÏEZAEEE
TIME PER PAGE
f igure 6.1 How studied values are updated based on time read
This assumes that watching the animation leads to complete understanding, which
may not be true. We are looking for alternative measures for judging compreliension in
this case.
If the animation is flot played, then the rating is dependent on how much time is spent
reading the material or doing the action. Currently, the method we use for rating the
amount of time spent is to have an average time per page of material that a student should
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spend. The planner then multiplies this average time by the number of pages of the
content object. If the student spends this average arnount, then rating for the object is 1.
As she moves away from this point, her score decreases. 0f course, even with this
method, we cannot be certain if the student understands the material.
To compute a study rating for a topic, the planner sums up the scores for each of the
content objects in that topic, and then divides by the total number of content objects for
that topic. It should be noted that the content objects belonging to a subtopic are also used
to grade that subtopic’s ancestors.
6.4 Reviewed Score
The reviewed score on a topic records how many times the student lias retumed to visit
thc sarne topic again. We are intcrcstcd in recording how frequently a student fcels she
must rcview previous matcrial. In general, if she is reviewing frequently, then, she is flot
retaining information sufficicntly, and thus shc bas flot leamed the material. 0f course,
frequent reviewing miglit reflect individual differences, which currently we do not take
into account. The rcview score records how rnany tirnes the student lias reviewed, as well
as how much ofthe material she views cadi tirne.
The overail review score is composed of two factors: a current tirne score and an
overail score. The overaïl score starts at 0,1 for cadi topic. Each time tic student reviews
the topic, the current tirne’s reviewed score is calculated using the method given in section
6.3, using only the current time as the input. This value is then need to adjust the overail
reviewed score using the mies in Table 6.1
Table 6-1 Updating mies for review
Current tirne score Increase overali value by -
Greater than 0,8 50%
Between 0,5 and 0,8 35%
Between 0,3 and 0,5 20%
Less than 0,3 10%
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6.5 Combination of these three scores
These three scores, test performance, study performance and reviewed topics, are very
hard to reason about individually, and none alone gives a full picture of the student’s
knowledge. Iherefore, we combine the three scores into a single value, indicating how
well the topic is “learned”.
The rnost important score on a topic is the test score. If a student bas a reasonably
high test grade (say over 0,8), then she lias dernonstrated sufficient mastery of the topic,
and the other scores do flot matter as much. However, if ber test score is flot sufficientiy
high, the other factors become important, and must be considered when calculating the
“learncd” score. In case the test score ofthe student is lcss than 0,8, wc combine the thrce
scores (tested, studied, and reviewed) to achieve the leamed score.
A simple way to combine the scores is to compute a weighted average, such as:
R(tearnec1 0,75 x R(tested) + 0,25 x R(Studied) — 0,25 x R(Reviewed) (6.5)
This formula gives more weight to the test scores. However, even if the tests are flot
required and students do not take them, it is stili possible to create a “leamed” score on a
topic, but the score cannot be higlier than 0,25. The tested score can be taken directly from
the pre-test. It should be noted, though, that the only way to bave a high-leamed score on
a topic is to perform well on the pre-test or on the tests; direct evidence of understanding
is required.
There is one exception to using equation 6.5. If the student bas answered ail the
tests on a topic correctly, then R(learned) is simpiy 1, i.e. the topic is mastered.
Table 6.2 demonstrates how the “Ïeamed” mle can be applied to three students.
Table 6-2 Learned values fto three sflidents
Student Tested Studied Reviewed Total
1 0,90 0,90 0,0 0,90
2 0,50 0,80 0,70 0,4
3 0,30 0,40 0,15 0,2875
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6.6 The evaluation
In this section we explain the evaluation of our system based on the domain “Excendia”.
The domain for the first course developed with BAHM is Excendia Software and its
components. The content for this course is taken ftom the company’s documents at
Excendia mc, Montreal, Canada.
6.6.1 Design
In this section, we discuss the design of the evaluation, including the hypotheses to be
testcd and the methods for testing them.
6.6.1.1 The hypotheses
Since the system was evaluated at the company, there were a number of main hypotheses
that we planned on testing in this evaluation. We expected that users who had the material
presented in a way that they could leam by doing, would need less time to leam and
would have a more enjoyable experience. Those who used the system without student
modeling and leamed by reading the material would need more tirne to read it in detail
and would have a less enjoyable experience since it would be up to them to customize the
course to get the most out of it. We planned to investigate the time users spent on the
course to determine if it is reasonable to use the time spent studying as a component ofthe
student model.
6.6.1.2 Experimental design
Because of confidentiality issue at the Cornpany, we were Ïimited in the number of the
users we could obtain for the trial. We chose to design the experiment to 5e a vk’ithin gtottp
experinlent [Judd, Kenny, McClelland 2001J. This means that we intended for each
participant to be in both the control group and the experimental group. The alternative to
this kind of study is a between group study in which the members of the control group and
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the expenmental group are distinct. The advantage of a within group study is the ability to
double the numbers for each condition without having to double the total number of
participants.
To conduct the experiment, we divided the participants into two groups — the first
group had the aid of the student model and virtual environment to learn by doing for the
first half of the course and the second had the aid of the student model during the second
haif of the course. Since the users could traverse die course non-linearly, we could flot
define halves of the course by which topics are studied. Rather, we defined halves by die
number of topics studied.
In this experiment, the student moUd and virtual environment were uscd for both
adaptive navigation and adaptive presentation. In order to determine the impact of the
student mode! and our virtual environment on our hypotheses, we planned to survey users
in the middle of the course and at the end of the course. These surveys would provide
subjective measures on how the users found die system.
In terms of improved facilitated leaming, we did flot cxpect much difference in test
performance on concepts, sincc even without the aid of a student model and a virtual
environrnent, users could stiil alter the course. However, if they did not do this, then we
expected those users who performed the actions inside the VI to perform better on the
tests.
6.6.1.3 Resuits
The users did flot go as originally intended. Only one user cornpleted the course, and no
other users even made it to the midway point. Therefore, we were not able to perform a
within group study. Because of these difficulties, we were not able to look at hypotheses
that compared the differences between the experimental group (with the student mode!
and VE) and the control group (without the student model and VE). The hypotheses we
could test concemed the relationship between times studied and test performance.
Considering that the pre-test’s grades could not have any effect on these results, we
believe that pre-test’s grade can only be the starting point for the users.
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We present the results of this study as a case analysis. By this we mean that we
present resuits for each student, rather than combine the data from ail students into a
single population and report the results for the population.
6.6.1.4 Adaptation through user’s instances
The default algorithm for ciassifying objects is the one presented in section 5.6.2.2. With
this algorithrn, only those objects at the correct level ofdifficulty are classified, and others
are assumed to be flot wanted. This defauit aigorithrn essentiaily prcdicts, by defauit. that
objccts at an incorrect level of difficulty xviii flot be wantcd. In ordcr to dctcrminc if this
assumption is correct, we counted the accuracy of predictions for both sets of objccts for
determining the aigorithm’s overali accuracy. Table 6.3 presents the accuracy using this
defauit algorithrn.
For this aigorithm, the Naïve Bayes Classifier simply determines if the probability
that an object wiii be wanted is greater than the probabiiity it xviii not be wantcd. This
translates to a 50% threshold for determining whether or flot to show an object. However,
changing this threshoid may change the accuracy. The result of using different thresholds
is shown in table 6.4.
Table 6-3. Accuracy of classifier when objects at the right level of
difficulty and assuming objects at the wrong level ofdifficulty will
flot be wanted
student accuracy
1 84,11
2 74,16
3 60,06
4 76,97
5 84,71
6 59,50
7 84,62
8 90,53
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Table 6-4. using different tbresholds when classifying objects at the
correct level ofdifficulty and assuming others to be flot wanted
student 30% 70% 90% Max t from 50%
I 63,0$ 81,7$ 79,44
-
2 67,03 79,69 80,20 6,254
3 60,06 64,09 61,86 3,716
4 49,34 76,97 76,97
-
5 69,41 78,82 78,82
-
6 60,25 58,25 58.50 1,343
7 $1,54 $4,62 86,15 1,00
8 81,05 91,58 92,63 1,422
from table 6.4, we can sec that changing the threshold for the Naïve Bayes
Classifier did affect accuracy, improving the results for five of the eight students.
However, this default algorithm assumes ail objects at an incorrect levet of difficutty wili
not be wanted.
6.6.1.5 Timing and grading information
We are using timing information for grading topics and concepts as weil as student’s
performance. Howevcr, we are flot sure if this is a reasonable thing to do, i.e. does timing
information provide the tutor any information about whether or not a student bas ieamed
the material? Or as whole, is this method, (leaming-by-doing) more effective than simply
reading the material? To determine this, we analyzed how mucli time students spent on a
topic and their test performance on those topics. We did not perform the sarne analysis for
concepts since if a student studies one item in a concept, she will be given the tests on the
concept at her ievel of difficulty, possibly including the question on things she may not
have seen. This is flot the case for topics.
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b determine if timing information provide any insight into student knowledge, we
correlated how much time a student spent studying a topic with how she perforrned on the
test. We ignored the time the student has spent on answering the test. How well leamers
explored exercises did flot seem to depend on time spent in each exercise but on how long
they spent reasoning about their actions and how long they spent exploring each
individual exploration case [Bunt, Conati 2003]. We also ignored the level of difficulty of
questions for this analysis and simply Iooked at the overaïl percentage of questions
correctly answered. The resuits are given in table 6.5.
From table 6.5, we see that for half of the students, there was a significant correlation
between times studied and test performance. furthermore, we see that for five students,
there was a negative correlation while for three students, there was a positive correlation.
A negative correlation means that the less tirne the student studied a topic, the higher her
test grade. A positive correlation means just the opposite — the more time studying a topic,
the better the student did on the tests.
While we do flot have enough data to draw any firm conclusions, we can use it as a
hint for future research. For haif of the students, there was a significant correlation
between time studied and test performance. However, the direction of the correlation was
flot the same for each student. for some students, studying longer through reading the text
Table 6-5 Correlations oftime spent stndying and test performance
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or seeing the images meant better scores whiie for others, studying iess time and watching
the video and practicing inside the VE meant better scores. Therefore, having OIIC grading
poiicy to cover ail students, such as “the longer the student studies the material, the less
Iikely she is to have ieamed it” is flawed. This preiiminary data shows that we must treat
each student individuafly and attempt to leam those individual differences in order to
create an accurate student model. However, we are flot oniy looking for higher grades in
tests, but we expect that this method of leaming is cost effective for the company.
furthermore, we must also incorporate these differences in teaching policies, since
trying to speed up a student who does better when she is ailowed more tirne studying and
reading the material would flot be beneficial to (bat student, but in rnost cases spceding up
the Jearning process would help thc cornpany save rnoney as it happens at Excendia.
Systems that treat ail students the same are missing a great opportunity to tntiy
individuaiize thc leaming experience.
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Chapter VII
7. Conclusions
“Iv1ostly e—!earning lias con centrateci on the transmission of
knowledge, wherects ntost teurning in business is skilts—busecl.
Skilis benefit fi’om ‘iearniutg bj’ doing’ techitiqttes, which
means simtttations and games techniques.”
— Donald Ciark
CEO of leading European provider of e-leaming solutions, Epic
pic.
In this thesis, we presented work on BAHM, a web-based adaptive hypermedia and
interactive multimedia system for presenting lectures and enabiing the students to leam by
doing inside a virtuai environment. We discussed the dornain organization, the student
moUd, and evaluation of a course with eight users.
Both the virtual environrnent construction and the evaluation posed significant
difficitities. We started from preexisting linear course material and converted it to the
BAHM course structure. We also created the animation help which was time consuming,
It was flot easy to create a non-linear course from an already defined structure. In terms of
the evaluation, it was pretty hard to ensure completion of the course. Performing a reai
world evaluation tumed out to be quite easier said than done an undcrtaldng.
In BAHM, the domain model consists of four main components
— topics, concept,
content objeets, and tests. Topics were arranged in a semantic network with link types
prerequisite, co-requisite, related, and remedial. The topie structure was recursive
— topics
have subtopics which are also topics and so forth.
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Concepts were keywords that appear throughout the course. They did not have content
dedicated to their teaching explicitly. Rather, whenever they appear in the topic material,
the planner could take the opportunity to teach them at that point, based on the user’s
knowledge and preferences. Both topics and concepts were composed of content objects.
There were three kinds of content objects
— text, graphies, and multimedia (help-type, test
type). These objects were the actual content the student sees. Tests, instead of being
tnie/false, were practical quiz for which student had to find the solution by doing inside a
virtual environment. The tests were so designed, as if they were real world actions and
users feit thernselves inside the real environment. Tests covered either topics or concepts
or both.
The student mode! was used for pcrsonatizing the course through two rncans: adaptive
navigation and adaptive content. Adaptive navigation helps guide students through a non
linear course. The student mode! is used to either pick the next topic for the student to
study or provide advice if the student chooses the topic herseif. Topics are graded based
on how well they have been studied and how the student bas performed on a topic’s pre
topics.
The contribution we made to the area of adaptive navigation was to consider not just
the test grades and whether a page vas “seen” or not. We also considered how a student
studied the course materia! to determine if there was re!ationship to the test grades.
Although we have on!y prclirninary data in this area, we sec that there are individual
differences in time spent studying and test performance. Thus it seems a promising area
for future research.
Adaptive content and link change dynarnically. This was accomp!ished through a two
phase proccss. The first took into consideration how we!l the student understood the
materia! and chose content at the right level of difficulty. The second incorporated a
student’s preferences. These preferences were leamed by the planner by observing the
kind of content the student elected to sec in the past. A Naïve Bayes Classifier was used to
leam these preferences.
We performed on evaluation of BAHM with eight users at Excendia Company. We
tested how accurately the Classifier could predict what objects the user would elect to sec,
such as image, text, examples, definitions or video animation. We also could sec the
progress of the users whcn they leamed by doing instead of !eaming by reading the text.
We could sec that the students who practiced inside the virtual enviromrient spent less
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time to complete the action. Using Naïve Bayes algorithm and adding some enhancernents
such as changing the decision thresholds, we were able to achieve a minimum of 63%
accuracy for each user. This means that thc classifier could accurately predict actions the
user will take at least 63% of the times.
Five users out of eight spent less time studying, meaning practicing inside the virtual
environment and learning by doing, and received high grades in the tests. We sec that in
most of our cases people leamed better by doing and getting involved in soïving the
problem instead of reading the material theoretically. A more thorough experiment would
be required to draw general conclusions. Spending less tirne on training bas direct impact
on costs for the companies. Furthermore, we sec that using the virtual environrnent not
only rcdtices the risk of training, but improves thc fcaturcs to deliver complex content to
trainces.
Clii, Bassok, Lewis, Reirnann, and Glasser also studied the fact that leaming-by-doing
resuits better than the other methods and their resuit is shown in figure 9. 1.
Retention Rates for Dfferent Modes of Learnîng
Readlflg 10%
jj]—20%
iI1 30%
Sœlng and h.artng 50%
Collabomtion V V - 70%
figure’° 7.1 Retention rates for different modes ofLearning
Although, this study did not involve a large number of users, we sec promising
resuits using the system. This study indicates that there is flot a consistent correlation
between the amount of time spent studying and a student’s performance on the tests,
contradicting most people belief. for sorne users, studying for a longer time produced
better test results, while for others, studying for a shorter time meant better results. It
somehow depends on the methods users choose to study. Users have individual
10 Source: eMarketer, Inc. 2003.
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differences, so that we must have multiple teaching policies that are appropriate for
different kinds ofusers.
Furthermore, systems must be able to leam which of these multiple teaching
policies to use for each student, and they must be able to adapt their decisions as students
use the system. Students may change how they interact with the system as they become
more comfortable with it. Furtherrnore, their knowledge and abilities change while using
the system. Students do flot rernain static while leaming, therefore, the system should also
flot be static whule the student is leaming; it should be able change and adapt just as the
students change and adapt. The system should aiways keep the students motivated by
making them feel they are solving a real world problem.
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Appendix A. Regression equations
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Appendix B. BAHM Application domain
- Excendia
In this section, we discuss about the application dornain which we applied the BAHM
system. We also take a detailed look at the components ofExcendia and its functionalities.
Excendia telephony application domain
Excendia Office Telephony (OT) is an integrated suite of communications and customer
interaction applications and developrnent tools developed by Excendia Inc.
http://www.excendia.com
Application Modules
The Office Telephony suite is composed of tightly integrated and interoperable
application modules. These include tclephony applications that can run on the Intel
Converged Communications Platform to proccss caTis and provide contact centre agents
with desktop tools to manage their cails.
OT FrontDesk
An automated attendant and caTi switching application that answers and forwards calis
automaticaily. frontDesk greets caliers in accordance with pre-administered profiles that
specify appropriate language and routing instructions. It includes ACD and caTis queuing
flrnctionality and can be used in tandem with a speech recognition system. FrontDesk
generates detailed eau records for each caTi it handies.
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OT UniMail
A unified messaging module that enables users or contact centre agents to access and
manage their voice, fax, and email messages from their desk using Microsoft Outlook, or
from outside the company using a telephone or Web browser.
OT TeleCalendar
An appointment scheduling and management application that lets callers schcdule, rcview,
and manage appointments from anywhere. Using Microsoft Outlook or a telephone,
Telecalendar users can review, accept, or reject their appointrnents as well as indicate the
time periods during which they are available. TeIeC’alendar also reminds callers of their
appointrnents and notifies them if any change occurs.
OT HelpDesk
A contact centre application that can be customized to meet the custorner service or
technical support needs of any business. HelpDesk identifies callers for intelligent routing
and automatic access to customcr records via screen pops. HelpDesk can be cornbined
with Customer Relation Management (CRM) software to provide intelligent custorner
contact solutions.
01 SoftPhone
A desktop graphical tool that enables contact centre agents to control their calis and
manage other contact centre functions. Sojiphone can be configured to appear whenever a
call arrives, displaying the caller’s name and/or telephone number. Agents can view call
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queues and logs, auto dial from a contact list, and change their work status so that their
cails will always be handled appropriately.
01 Manager
A desktop graphical tool foi- Office Telephonv administrators; OT Manager is used to
configure the system (add or delete agents, add voice mailboxes, etc.) and provide system
monitoring fttnctions.
Intei® Convergcd Communications Platform
Excendia Office Tclephony software is available for the Intel® Converged
Communications Platform, which consists of a 2U rack-mountable server integrated with
IP and PSTN boards, Windows® 2000, Intel® NetMcrgeT” converged communications
server software, and management software. Each node supports between 16-4$ stations.
The Intel Converged Communications Platfonn supports IP, and analog and digital trunks
and stations.
Intel® NetMergeT Converged Communications Server Software
Intel NetMerge converged communications server software is ideal for designing open,
standards-based telecommunications servers that support computer telephony (CT)
applications, such as messaging, fax, automatic eau distribution, and other applications
from software and hardware developers. Intel is committed to making Intel NetMerge
converged communications server software the centerpiece for enabling next-generation
converged voice and data solutions.
Where WiIl Excendia Get Physically Installed in a Company?
Excendia Virtual Assistant solution can be installed as an application in a standalone “ail
in-one” converged communication phone system, or as an adjunct media server
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controiling the existing PBX. The decision to go with a standalone converged systcm or
adjunct media server depends on the size and investrnent aiready made in the existing
PBX as wcll as the readiness to embrace the new open converged communication
technology. A third alternative would be to instali a hybrid configuration wliere Excendia
controls PBX extensions as well as new converged stations (IP and non-IP stations). Ibis
hybrid configuration provides a srnooth transition path from legacy PBX’s to open
converged communications systems.
In ail cases, Excendia sits physically between the information server (Microsoft
Exchange) and the telephone system (as adjunct to the PBX or inside the PCX) (figure
6.3). In this position, Excendia uses the corporatc data to add “intelligence” to the phone
system, and uses thc phone system to provide voicc-access to data stored in the Exchange
server (Inbox, Calendar, Contacts, and Iasks).
CALLRS
Voice & Data IP Network- LAN.WAN
Excendïa
PBX
______
Norlei, Avaya Mitel,
Siemens. NEC
—
MOBILE USERS
figure B 1 Excendia as an Adjunct Media Server to existing PBXs
Access & Process Ail the User’s Mail by Phone:
WORKSTATIONS
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Excendia reads the c-mails to the user over the phone and lets user respond to them
verbally. It can forward the user’s faxes anywhere needed them. It enables the user to
forward any voice mail or record a new voice message and send it as e-mail to any contact
in the user’s address book. That’s because Outlook-by-Phone is tightly integrated with the
company’s Exchange server and telephone system. User can retrieve ail lier voice mail,
faxes and e-mail from any phone while traveling or visiting custorners.
• It can access your own Outlook account and read your e-mails to you over the
phone and even let you respond verbally. In multilingual environments, Outlook
by-Phone wili autornaticaily use the appropriate language to synthesize e-mails
and rcad them to you concctly.
• It enables the user to eau back voice mail scndcrs or forward a voice messane as
e-mail to any contact in your address book.
• You can also record a new voicemail over the telephone and send it as a sotind e-
mail to anyone in the user’s contact database.
• It can send the faxes anywhere the user needs them. It can aiso forward them as an
e-mail to anyone of the user’s contacts;
And because your voice and cax communications are treated by Outlook as e-mail
messages, user bas access to the rich set of Outlook functions to manage them. She can for
instance organize ail faxes, e-mails and voice messages associated with a particular
project or client in a single electronic folder on lier computer.
Access & Manage the Voïce and Faxes from Outiook©
It enables the user to view and print ber faxes from lier Outlook© Inbox. Since the voice
messages and fax documents are treated by Outlook© as e-mail messages, she can
fonvard them as e-mails to any contact in her address book, or organize them in electronic
folders grouped by proj cet or client.
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figure B 3. Access & Manage the Voice from Outlook
Access & Manage the Appointments by Phone
Each tirne the user cails, Excendia vlli teli lier about any meetings and appointrnents she
has for any date she specifies. And for each appointrnent, it gives her the iist of attendees,
the place of meeting and tlie topics to be discussed. User can even organize meetings by
phone. She simply specifies when, where and who should attend, and Excendia cails the
meeting on her behaif.
• User can acccss her Outlook Calendar and listen to her meetings and
appointments for any date.
e User can also schedule new meetings by phone. Use her own voice to define the
meeting agenda, and let Outiook-by-Plione e-mail the invitation to ail attendees,
as if the meeting was organized from lier desktop.
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Access & Communicate with the Contacts by Phone
Using the voice comrnands or touch-tones, user can select a contact from her address
book, and have Excendia eau and connect her. The new generation of mobility solutions
that does flot require the user to carry any special communication device such as a PDA or
a Blackberry. Any wireless or public phone can be used to communicate with the contacts
because the infomiation and communication intelligence reside on the corporate server,
not the terminal device.
Access & Manage the daily Tasks hy Phone
Excendia Virtual Assistant rerninds the user about her to-do tasks and their current status
cadi time the tiser calis. User wiff no longer forget to eau someone, or to coinplete
something. User can even record a new to-do task from her phone and have it added to ber
Otitlook© Tasks list.
Executive Contact Center
As the personal assistant, Excendia greets tic callers by their narne and in their language,
before transferring them to the user, and if the user is flot at ber desk, it locates ber and
forwards ber the calis based on her instructions. And when it transfers the catis, it will let
user know who is calting so user can decide to take the cati, leave it in cati queue, or
forward it to an associate or to voice mail (figure 6.5). It also pops tip the caller contact
information on the screen when tiser is at your desk. Excendia will keep a log of ail
incorning and outgoing cails for user’s future reference and easy eau back. It will also
keep a separate log of the various interactions with each contact.
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Figure B 4. View the incorning cail
Intelligent cali routing
Excendia FolÏo’ivMe is a standards-based, intelligent eau routing application that makes
the user aiways reachable for important business calis. Calis follow the user only when
and where she wants to take such important cails. User sets the mies and Excendia makes
sure she gcts the cails she wants to answer. followMe is a schedtile-based and user-centric
application. It aiways checks the user’s personal cali forwarding schedule to decide where
to route each cail. The date and time of cali are used to detenTiine if and where followMe
wiÏl forward incoming cails to the user. The call forwarding actions may include locating
the user on different numbers before going to voice mail. For example, the default cali
forwarding schedule may include the sequence: “Ring my extension, if I dont answer, cait
me on my n;obile phone, and if there is no response, go to m voice mail”. Actions may
also include forwarding the calls to colleagues or associates, using their own FollowMe
schedule.
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Kiww Who’s Calling before Answering the Cail
Each time a cal! is forwarded to user, Excendia FollowMe will let her know who is calling
so user bas the option to answer the cal!, transfer it to a colleague or forward it to voice
mail.
How Does It Work?
Excendia followMe is a software application ninning on an Excendia Server P!atform that
cither sits behind your telephone system or directly connected to the public telephone
network. In other words, Excendia followMe uses the phone system or direct tclephone
unes to forward unanswered calis to differcnt user locations.
Setup & Run Conferences Using Outlook© Calendar
With Excendia Outlook Conferencing, user can set and run multi-party conference cails
easity and rapidly using Outlook© Calendar. User can sirnply schedule the event in
Excendia Conference calendar, sclect the participants from the Contacts, and let Outlook
Conferencing do the rest. Excendia will establish a conference bridge and e-mail
invitations to participants with ail the details on how to join the conference.
Automatic Notification & Reminders
User can instnict Excendia to automatically notify her when certain events happen such as
an upcoming appointment or reservation, a new important message, etc. Based on her
notification preferences, Excendia will alert her about selected events, at specific time
schedules, using her preferred notification methods: phone, SMS, e-mail or fax.
Detailed Cali History
Excendia keeps a 10g of the user’s telephone interactions with customers and business
associates.
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This feature is particularly useful for business follow-up, billing and customer relationship
management.
Multilingual & Multi-Tenant Support
Excendia can handie as many languages as the rnarket reqtiires, because it was designed
for multilingual environments. And for hosted services, Excendia supports multi-tenant
operations by keeping each tenants environmeiit autonomous and independent from
others.
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